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ABSTRACT

A Network's topology and its routing algorithm are the key factors in determining the network performance. Therefore, in this thesis a generic model for implementing logical interconnection topologies in the software domain has been proposed to investigate the performance of the logical topologies and their routing algorithms for packet switched synchronous networks. A number of topologies are investigated using this model and a simple priority rule is developed to utilise the usage of the asymmetric $2 \times 2$ optical node. Although, logical topologies are ideal for optical (or any other) networks because of their relatively simple routing algorithms, there is a requirement for much more flexible algorithms that can be applied to arbitrary network topologies.

Antnet is a software agent based routing algorithm that is influenced by the unsophisticated and individual ant’s emergent behaviour. In this work a modified antnet algorithm for packet switched networks has been proposed that offers improvement in the packet throughput and the average delay time. Link usage information known as “evaporation” has also been introduced as an additional feedback signal to the algorithm to prevent stagnation within the network for the first time in the literature for the best our knowledge. Results show that, with “evaporation” the average delay experienced by the data packets is reduced nearly 30% compared to the original antnet routing algorithm for all cases when non-uniform traffic model is employed. The multiple ant colonies concept is also introduced and applied to packet switched networks for the first time which has increased the packet throughput. However, no improvement in the average packet delay is observed in this case. Furthermore, for the first time extensive analysis on the effect of a confidence
parameter is produced here. A novel scheme which provides a more realistic implementation of the algorithms and flexibility to the programmer for simulating communication networks is proposed and used to implement these algorithms.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>Ant Colony Optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVR</td>
<td>Agent Distance Vector Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>Ant to Packet Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Autonomous Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASGA</td>
<td>Ant System Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Border Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>British Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>Cooperative Asymmetric Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRQR</td>
<td>Confidence Based Dual Reinforcement Q-routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
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<td>DRQR</td>
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<td>EGP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSRC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>First In First Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRNET</td>
<td>Hypercube Connected Rings NETwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDRP</td>
<td>Inter-Domain Routing Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGP</td>
<td>Internet Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRP</td>
<td>Interior Gateway Routing Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-H-U</td>
<td>I-Heard-You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
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<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
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</tr>
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<td>LSA</td>
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<td>MACO</td>
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<td>MAGMA</td>
<td>A Multiagent Architecture for Metaheuristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN</td>
<td>Manhattan Street Network</td>
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<td>OSPF</td>
<td>Open Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTDM</td>
<td>Optical Time Division Multiplexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQR</td>
<td>Predictive Q-routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVM</td>
<td>Parallel Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIP</td>
<td>Routing Information Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF</td>
<td>Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>Task Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOAD</td>
<td>Terahertz Optical Asymmetric Demultiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRR</td>
<td>Transmission/Reflection Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>Travelling Salesman Problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDM</td>
<td>Wavelength Division Multiplexing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>In and out degree of de bruijn graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a'</td>
<td>Ant parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Evaporation constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b'</td>
<td>Ant parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Evaporation constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b₁</td>
<td>System parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b₂</td>
<td>System parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b₃</td>
<td>System parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bₓₙ(d,y)</td>
<td>B-Table for the path from node x to node d via neighbour node y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Scale factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>Contention ratio</td>
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<td>C</td>
<td>The number of unordered node pairs forming a cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
<td>Effective route capacity, Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cₓₙ(d,y)</td>
<td>C-Table for the path from node x to node d via neighbour node y</td>
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<td>d</td>
<td>In and out degree of kautz graph</td>
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<tr>
<td>d₁</td>
<td>Link propagation delay</td>
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<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'</td>
<td>Route delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dₑ</td>
<td>Column direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dᵢⱼ</td>
<td>Minimum cost path from source node i to destination node j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dᵣ</td>
<td>Row direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E          Number of edges of a digraph
E(x)       Evaporation parameter
G          Noise
H          Average hop distance
K          Number of columns
K_1        Coefficient
K_2        Coefficient
L          Load
L(x)       Link usage ratio
L_K        Statistical model
L_n        Heuristic correction value
M          Columns MSN
M'         No of rows
M_k        Statistical Array
N          Number of nodes
N_{h-p}    Average number of hops per packet
N_H        Total number of hops
N_T        Total number of packets
O_{k-d}    Observed trip time experienced while travelling from k to destination d
P           In and out degree of shufflenet and gemnet
P_{nd}     Probability of node n to destination d
Q_i         Total size of the packets that are waiting in the queue
Q_{in}     Number of packets waiting to be sent to the queue of the output port n
Q_x         Current queue delay for the packet in node x
r  Reinforcement signal (goodness value)
R  Recent usage ranking parameter
R'  Routing code
R'' Reliability
R_{x}(d,y) R-Table for the path from node \(x\) to node \(d\) via neighbour node \(y\)
S  Stability factor
S(k) Stack associated with node \(k\)
\(s\) The size of the current packet
\(t\) Ant creation rate
\(t_1\) Timeout value
\(t_2\) Timeout value
\(T'\) Absolute age of the ant
\(T\) Observed trip time
\(T_b\) System parameter
\(T_k\) Routing table for node \(k\)
U  Instability factor
\(U_x(d,y)\) U-Table for the path from node \(x\) to node \(d\) via neighbour node \(y\)
V  Set of all the edges of the digraph
\(v\) Variance
\(W_d\) observation time window to destination \(d\)
X  Distance
Y  Confidence parameter
\(z(Q,(\delta,d))\) Old estimation
\(\alpha\) Value that weights the importance of the heuristic function
\(\beta\) Learning parameter for the recovery rate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Decay in the recovery rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta Q(x,y,d)$</td>
<td>Estimation value for node $x$ to destination $d$ via the neighbour node $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta r$</td>
<td>Reinforcement parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>Antnet constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>q-function learning parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_f$</td>
<td>Learning rate parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_d$</td>
<td>Estimated mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_d^2$</td>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

In today’s fast growing Internet, traffic conditions changes and failures occur at some parts of the network occasionally, in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, there is a need for an algorithm to manage traffic flows and deliver packets from the source to the destination in a realistic time. The routing algorithm is the key element in networks performance and reliability, and can be seen as the “brain” of the network that manages the traffic flow through the network. An ideal routing algorithm should be node and link independent, and be able to deliver packets to their destination with the minimum amount of delay, regardless of the network size and the traffic load. The only way to achieve this would be by employing an intelligent and distributed routing algorithm. The routing algorithms currently in use lack intelligence, and need human assistance and interpretation in order to adapt themselves to failures and changes within the network. Routing is considered to be an NP-Hard Optimization problem, therefore widely used optimisation methods have been applied in the literature: to name a few, Genetic Algorithms [Liang et al, 02], Neural Networks [Dixon et al, 95], Simulated Annealing [Osman & Kelly, 96], Software Agents [Yang et al, 02] [and Reinforcement Learning [Littman & Boyan, 92].

In recent years, agent based systems and reinforcement learning have attracted researchers’ interest. This is because these methods do not need any supervision and are distributed in nature. Swarm intelligence, particularly ant based systems [Dorigo et al, 02-2], Q-learning methods [Boyan & Littman, 94] and hybrid agent based Distance Vector algorithms [Amin et al, 04] have shown promising and encouraging
results. The ant-based approach applied to the routing problem was first reported in [Schoonderwoerd, 96], which itself was influenced by the work done in [Appleby & Steward, 94] on the software agents used for control in telecommunication networks. An improved version of the algorithm reported in [Schoonderwoerd, 96] was applied to connection-oriented systems [Bonabeau et al, 98]. In [Subramanian et al, 97] for the first time ant based routing was applied to the packet based connection-less systems. In [Di Caro & Dorigo, 97] the idea was applied to application of mobile agents in adaptive routing, namely antnet, which is also used as the basis in this work. In real life, ants deposit some kind of chemical substance called a pheromone to mark the path that they used. On their way back they choose the path with the most pheromones, thus the shortest path. Ants (nothing but software agents) in antnet are used to collect traffic information and to update the probabilistic distance vector routing table entries.

Although ant based routing algorithms have shown some interesting results, they are still far away from being ideal. Tests carried out in this work have shown that by detecting and dropping a few of the packets, routed through the non-optimal routes, the average delay per packet is decreased and network throughput is increased. In addition, one of the major problems with antnet approach is the stagnation, where the network freezes and consequently routing algorithm gets trapped in the local optima and therefore is unable to find new improved paths [Sim & Sun, 03]. A number of methods have been used to overcome this problem, such as: evaporation, ageing, pheromone control and hybrid algorithms [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04]. However, most of these methods, except for evaporation, are rather complex or not efficient and requires other heuristics such as genetic algorithms (GA) [White et al, 98]. Evaporation of link
is a simple method which adds negligible overhead to the node itself. Here the focus is on the antnet routing algorithm. In the original antnet algorithm the only feedback provided to the system by the software agents is the trip time observed on their way from source to destination. This feedback signal is reinforced by updating the related probability entry in the distance vector table. In this work link usage information is used as the second feedback to the system in order to prevent stagnation problems. For every link, the usage information is held at every node based on a predefined time window. Routing table entries are then reinforced with a negative signal based on the calculated evaporation information based on the link usage statistics. In addition, multiple colonies of ants used in antnet for packet switched networks also improve the performance of the algorithm compared to the original approach. However, this approach has improved node and algorithm complexity as separate data variables are kept for each colony.

The challenge is how to implement and simulate these algorithms. For a large asynchronous network size the task becomes both complicated and time consuming. Thus, researchers and network designers have used a simplified network model and a large number of assumptions to overcome the problem. Communication networks are usually simulated by discrete event simulation and analytical modelling [Banks et al, 00], [Ross, 02]. However, there is an elegant alternative simulation environment, which is based on supercomputers and network of workstations with the ability to reduce simulation time from days into hours for a complex network configuration. A supercomputer consists of thousands of high performance processing elements, with a large amount of memory, connected together with high speed interconnect resembling a small scale local area network connected to each other as in the Internet. There are
various simulation tools available for researchers. However, running big scaled network simulations is very time consuming. Therefore in this thesis a new way of simulating networking processes will also be proposed.

1.1 Organisation of Thesis

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Following the introduction, a literature review of the widely used topologies and their routing algorithms are given in Chapter two. This chapter gives a brief description of the most commonly used logical interconnection networks and their routing algorithms. The term logical network topology describes the way packets travel within the network independently from the physical interconnection of the devices within the network. By using suitable topologies, network performance can be improved and resources can be used efficiently. Finally in chapter two, a comparison of the reviewed topologies is given and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

The logical network topologies and the routing algorithms reviewed in chapter two can only be used within routers or static networks. Although they are ideal for optical networks, due to simple routing algorithms used there is a growing demand for flexible algorithms that can be used in arbitrary network topologies. In Chapter 3, a review of the traditional routing algorithms together with routing protocols that are currently in use today's networks have been given. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is one of the well known algorithms which is widely adapted in the internet and studied in the literature. This algorithm is also the base for the link state routing algorithm and related protocols. Open shortest path first (OSPF) is deployed
throughout the internet and is the de facto routing algorithm within the networks. Exterior gateway protocol (EGP) is a gateway protocol which is mainly used between the backbones and as its name suggests, among the gateways. However, nowadays most widely used gateway protocol is border gateway protocol (BGP).

The traditional routing algorithms lack intelligence, and need human assistance and interpretation in order to adapt themselves to failures and changes. Therefore Chapter 4 analyses the ant colony optimisation and gives a review of the routing algorithms based on the ant colony optimisation. After providing a brief description of reinforcement learning, the ant colony optimisation is analysed and the antnet routing algorithm together with the algorithms influenced from it reviewed in detail. After this, Chapter 5 and 6 provides practical results and improvements proposed to the existing algorithms.

Chapter 5 gives a study of a variety of network performance issues, design, implementation and evaluation for various synchronous logical network topologies and their routing algorithms. Particularly, routing algorithms for these networks are simulated and tested as in a fully connected network. In order to test the algorithms a generic implementation framework has been developed for synchronous logical network topologies. A priority rule for the chosen algorithms has been introduced in order to reduce the amount of crosstalk experienced per packet in an optical network.

Chapter 6 outlines the weaknesses associated with the antnet routing algorithm and proposes solutions for overcoming them. The antnet routing algorithm is also
discussed and evaluated in a different platform using parallel programming paradigms. This novel approach provides a more realistic implementation of the algorithms and flexibility to the programmer. Therefore, this chapter starts with an introduction to the programming environment and model. This is followed by test criteria and the traffic model used together with all the assumptions made. Finally, novel implementations of antnet routing algorithm are presented with some results and discussion. Results show that, the performance of the original antnet algorithm has been improved up to 30%.

Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further work are discussed in Chapter 7.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The fundamental aim of the work presented in this thesis is to design, model, introduce novel improvements and investigate the performance of routing algorithms that are suitable for use either for logical network topologies or arbitrary networks within packet switched networks. In order to achieve this aim the following research milestones were identified:

➢ Design an implementation model to simulate synchronous packet switched networks and simulate the well known logical network topologies and their routing algorithms.

➢ Investigate the suitability of these topologies and algorithms to Optical time domain multiplexing (OTDM) systems and behaviour of the routing algorithm against several performance parameters such as packet delay, contention ratio and node idleness level.
➢ Model logical interconnection networks with the requirements of the 2x2 terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD) Router designed in our research group. Improve the performance of the TOAD based router.

➢ Evaluate routing algorithm performance of the logical networks and their routing algorithms.

➢ Design and develop a new simulation model to implement and simulate the distributed routing algorithms for asynchronous packet switched networks suitable for arbitrary networks.

➢ Investigate the traditional routing algorithms that are in use in today’s networks.

➢ Investigate the adaptive and intelligent routing algorithms, particularly reinforcement learning based algorithms suitable to packet switched networks.

➢ Extend the work on the antnet routing algorithm to improve its performance in terms of network throughput and packet delay and improve its adaptability to different traffic models and changing environments.

➢ Investigate antnet’s performance with respect to number of novel improvements proposed.
1.3 Original Contributions

During this work the following original contributions have been made:

- A new and novel way of implementing synchronous routing algorithms for logical network topologies has been proposed (Section 5.5).

- Simple priority rule for reducing the amount of noise experienced per packet to use with 2x2 TOAD based router has been introduced (Section 5.3).

- A novel way of implementing distributed routing algorithms on clusters and workstations and supercomputers is proposed (Section 6.4). This work has also been submitted to the engineering and physical sciences research council (EPSRC) to investigate this further on using the supercomputers available via national supercomputing services.

- Improvements to the antnet routing algorithm have been proposed and tested to overcome the weaknesses spotted during the simulations run on the original version of the algorithm (Section 6.5).

- A novel evaporation technique is used in order to overcome the stagnation problem that is experienced by the antnet routing algorithm (Section 6.6.1).

- For the first time in the literature, multiple ant colonies are applied to packet switching networks in order to the overcome the stagnation problem (Section 6.6.2).
The effect of the Confidence parameter $Y$ on Antnet has been investigated for various traffic models and network configurations for the first time (Section 6.7).

1.4 Publications

The work in this thesis has resulted in the following publications, which are listed in reverse chronological order.


CHAPTER II - REVIEW OF THE LOGICAL NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

2.1 Introduction

This chapter gives a brief description of the most commonly used logical interconnection networks and their routing algorithms. Logical network topology describes the way packets travel within the network independently from the physical interconnection of the devices within the network [Acampora et al, 88]. By using suitable topologies, network performance can be improved and resources can be used efficiently. The chapter commences with an introduction to the logical topologies and explains why they are needed. This is followed by the review of the widely used topologies and their routing algorithms. Finally, a comparison of the reviewed topologies is given and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

2.2 Logical Topologies

There are four major issues when selecting and designing a network: switching method, network operation mode, control strategy and network topology with its routing algorithm [Feng, 81]. As for switching, there are two main techniques, circuit switching and packet switching [Qiao & Yoo, 99], [Tanenbaum, 03]. The former switches in the order of milliseconds, whereas the latter switches in the order of microseconds. Packet switching is widely used in today's networks, which provide high bandwidth utilisation by means of dynamically allocating bandwidth on demand [Qiao & Yoo, 99]. Operation mode can be either asynchronous or synchronous. In the
synchronous mode, packets are sent when a time slot is available, whereas in asynchronous networks, packets are sent when a link is available. A typical network consists of several nodes (switching elements) and interconnection links which could be controlled either by distributed nodes or by a centralised node(s). In distributed control on receiving a packet, routing decisions are made at each node independently, whereas in the centralised control, a routing decision is made by a central processor(s) and is based on the current situation of the network.

The network topology outlines how the nodes are connected to each other. Although the single-hop network is the most basic, it requires a pre-transmission phase and fast tuning transceivers (as in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [Mukherjee, 92-1]). A multihop network [Mukherjee, 92-2], regular or arbitrary [Yao et al, 01], overcomes these drawbacks by finding the path at every intermediate node rather than defining the path at the start. A network topology is regular if node connections are based on a specific connectivity pattern which is also called an interconnection network. However, in the arbitrary network topologies, there is no fixed predefined pattern as its name suggests and they can be dynamic and scalable. The latter characteristics facilitate new nodes being added or removed without making any changes in the network structure as in the case of the Internet. On the other hand, regular network topologies, with well defined connectivity patterns, are the alternative option for more static environments (such as router and multiprocessor architectures, etc.) as they provide simpler node structures and routing schemes. Therefore, interconnection networks can either be used as an underlying physical topology itself as in multiprocessor parallel networks [Grammatikakis et al, 98], or as a logical topology based on the underlying physical topology. The idea of imposing a logical
topology for the broadcast networks (such as star, tree and bus) was first introduced in [Acampora et al, 88] to maintain and improve the performance of the network. There are a number of logical network topologies that have been applied for multihop networks [Baransel et al, 95]. In multihop packet-routing networks, packets traverse a number of intermediate nodes until they arrive at their destination [Banerjee et al, 99]. At each node, routing decisions are carried out by simply processing only a small fraction of the information contained within the packet header. The routing algorithm used at each node is identical and a decision is made at every node to find the best possible port allocation to the incoming packets. This decision is made independently, with no regard for the routing decisions made at the rest of the nodes within the network. However, each network topology has its own specific routing algorithms that are much simpler than the routing algorithms used in the arbitrary networks, where in most cases routing tables are used [Tanenbaum, 03]. In this chapter, the most commonly used logical network topologies will be reviewed together with their routing algorithms. Implementation and results for the selected networks will be given in the next chapter.

2.2.1 Shufflenet

The shufflenet is classified as a regular multihop network topology that is symmetric and homogeneous, i.e. the network looks the same from any node [Banerjee et al, 99]. Thus, the number of hops from a source to a destination is minimised. Due to its cylindrical connectivity pattern (see Fig. 2.1) routing is reliable and fault tolerant. Moreover, deflection routing can be applied straightforwardly with promising results.
A \((p,k)\) ShuffleNet consists of \(N = kp^k\) (\(k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots\) and \(p = 1, 2, 3, \ldots\)) nodes arranged in \(k\) columns of \(p^k\) nodes each and with the last \((k\text{-th})\) and first columns connected together cylindrically where \(p\) is in and out degree of the nodes. Fig. 2.1 shows a 24-node ShuffleNet configuration. In general, node (row, column) is connected to nodes \((p \text{ row mod } p^k, (\text{column} + 1) \text{ mod } k), (p \text{ row mod } p^k + 1, (\text{column} + 1) \text{ mod } k), \ldots (p \text{ row mod } p^k + p, (\text{column} + 1) \text{ mod } k)\).

![ShuffleNet Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.1: A 24-node \((p = 2, k = 3)\) ShuffleNet topology.**

In simple static ShuffleNet routing, there is only one path from source to destination, which is fixed [Acampora & Karol, 89] [Karol & Shaikh, 88]. However, if a packet cannot reach its destination in one pass (i.e. it is \(k\)-hops away) then it will take one of the many minimum hop routing paths available. A simple adaptive algorithm exploits this multiplicity of potential routing paths, by routing packets via less-congested paths whenever possible [Karol & Shaikh, 88]. Generally there are two kinds of packets
defined in adaptive routing: TYPE-S packets that have a single minimum hop path from the current location to the destination and TYPE-M packets that have multiple minimum hop paths from the current location to the destination [Karol & Shaikh, 88]. TYPE-M packets have no preference on which output port they should go, since there are more paths available. The pseudo code for the routing algorithm is given in Fig. 2.2 [Karol & Shaikh, 88].

```
Find distance(X) between source(s) node (r^c, c^d) and destination(d) node (r^c, c^d)
X = \begin{cases} 
(k + c^d + c^s) \mod k & c^d \neq c^s \\
 k & c^d = c^s
\end{cases}

where r and c is the column and row coordinates (r = 0,1,2,..p^k-1 and c = 0,1,2,..k-1)

Define Packet Type (S or M)
If r^s_{k-1-X} = r^s_{k-1}, r^s_{k-2-X} = r^s_{k-2},..., and r^s_0 = r^s_X
Then Packet Type is S
Else Packet Type is M

If Packet Type is M
Then forward packet to any of the available port
Else Routing code = r^s_{k-2}, r^s_{k-1},..., r^s_2, r^s_1, r^s_0, r^s_X-1, (c^s + 1) \mod k
```

Fig. 2.2: Pseudo code for Shufflenet routing algorithm

2.2.3 De Bruijn Graph

De Bruijn graphs can support much larger numbers of nodes than the same degree Shufflenets by having the same average number of hops [Sivarajan & Ramaswami, 91]. Moreover, it retains the simple addressing and routing properties of the Shufflenets.
A $G(\Delta, D)$ is a directed De Bruijn graph which consist of $N = \Delta^0$ nodes with the set of 
$\{0, 1, 2, \ldots, \Delta - 1\}^D$ nodes where there is an edge from node $(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_D)$ to node $(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_D)$ if and only if equation 2.1 is satisfied.

$$b_i = a_i + 1, \quad a_n, b_i \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, \Delta - 1\}, \quad 1 < i - D - 1$$ (2.1)

Where $D$ is the diameter of the De Bruijn graph with a deflection penalty $D$ as the packets has to make a loop back (since there is only single path that exists in the De Bruijn Graphs for a pair of node). Each node has in and out degree of $\Delta$, and $\Delta$ nodes (i.e. 000,111) have self-loops. Self-loops only exists in the logical graph but not in the physical network configuration. The De Bruijn graph structure is inherently asymmetric due to the nodes with self-loops (see Fig. 2.3) [Sivarajan & Ramaswami, 94].

![De Bruijn Graph Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.3: An 8 Node ($\Delta = 2$, $D = 3$) De Bruijn graph**
There is one-to-one correspondence between the connectivity of the nodes in the De Bruijn graph $G (\Delta, D)$ with all the possible states of a $\Delta$ shift register of length $D$. If state $b$ can be reached from state $a$ in one shift operation in the shift register then there is an edge from node $a$ to $b$. Therefore, the De Bruijn graph can be seen as the state transition diagram of a shift register [Golomb, 82]. A node in the De Bruijn graph can be represented by a sequence of $D$ digits as defined in the shift register analogy [Golomb, 82]. An edge from node $A$ to node $B$ can be represented by a string of $D + 1$ digit(s). Consequently, any path in the graph of length $k$ from source to destination nodes can be represented by a string $D + k$ digits. The first $D$ digits represent the source node and the last $D$ digits represent the destination node.

To find routing code from source to destination, the algorithm determines the longest suffix\(^1\) of the source which appears as a prefix of the destination. In order to find this, two operations, shift-match $(i, A, B)$ and merge $(i, A, B)$, based on the shift register analogy are defined for De Bruijn graphs as follows:

Given two strings $A = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_D)$ and $B = (b_1, b_2, ..., b_D)$, shift-match $(i, A, B)$ operation is true if and only if:

$$A = (a_{i+1}, a_{i+2}, ..., a_{i+D}) \text{ to node } B = (b_1, b_2, ..., b_{D-i})$$

(2.2)

---

\(^1\) Suffix or prefix of a string is what is obtained by removing number of symbols from the end or beginning of the word.
A string (or a sequence) of length $D + i$ given by $(a_1, ..., a_D, b_{D+i+1}, ..., b_D)$ is defined as merge $(i, A, B)$, where $0 \leq i \leq D$. Note that $i$ also gives the hop distance (shortest number of hops) between nodes $A$ and $B$. Pseudo code for the routing algorithm is given in Fig. 2.4 [Sivarajan & Ramaswami, 94].

![Pseudo code for De Bruijn graph routing algorithm](image)

Fig. 2.4: Pseudo code for De Bruijn graph routing algorithm

2.2.2 Gemnet

A $(k,m',p)$ Gemnet consists of $N = k \times m'$ ($k = 1, 2, 3..., \text{and } m' = 1, 2, 3)$ nodes arranged in $k$ columns of $m'$ nodes each and with the last ($k$-th) and first columns connected together cylindrically where $p$ is the in-and-out degree of the nodes [Iness et al, 95] [Jaekel et al, 98]. Fig. 2.5 shows a 10 nodes Gemnet configuration. In general, node (row, column) is connected to nodes $(c', [r' + i] \mod m')$ where $i = 0, 1, 2,...p-1$. $c'$ and $r'$ are defined in equations 2.3 and 2.4:

$$c' = (c+1) \mod k; \quad (2.3)$$

$$r' = r \times p. \quad (2.4)$$

The diameter (maximum hop distance between any two nodes) is given as [Jaekel et al, 98]:
The major advantage of the Gemnet compared to the Shufflenet and the De Bruijn graph (covered in the next section) is it they are not bound by the network size. Hence, it is scalable, but not perfectly symmetric. It is only symmetric if the $k$ and $m'$ values match the Shufflenets $p$ and $kp^k$ values [Iness et al, 95] [Banerjee et al, 99]. Thus, Gemnet becomes a Shufflenet.

![Diagram of a 10 node Gemnet topology with $k = 2$, $m' = 5$, $p = 2$.](image)

**Fig. 2.5: A 10 node ($k = 2$, $m' = 5$, $p = 2$) Gemnet topology**

In Gemnet, routing is simple and adaptive since there exist multiple paths. The pseudo codes for the routing algorithm is given in Fig. 2.6 [Jaekel et al, 98]. The route code $R'$ which specifies the shortest path from source $(c^s, r^s)$ to destination $(c^d, r^d)$ is expressed as a sequence of $h$ base-$p$ digits,

$$R' = [a_1a_2...a_h]_p.$$  

$i^{th}$ node will route the packet on its $a_i$ outgoing link.

---

2 Each outgoing link is numbered individually from 0 to $p$ for each node on Gemnet.
**Find** distance \((D)\) between nodes \((c^i, r^j)\) and \((c^d, r^d)\)

\[
D = \left((k + c^i - c^d) \mod k \right)
\]

**Define Packet Type (S or M)**

**Let** Number of alternative shortest paths \(S = \left\lfloor \frac{p^h - r}{m} \right\rfloor\)

**If** \(S > 1\)

**Then** Packet Type is \(M\)

**Else** Packet Type is \(S\)

**If** Packet Type is \(M\)

**Then** forward packet to any of the available port

**Else (if packet type is S)** Routing code\((R') = \left[m + r^d - \left(\left(r^d x^h\right) \mod m' \right) \mod m'\right]\)

Where, \(h\) is the smallest integer \(= (D + ik)\), and \(i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\).

---

**2.2.4 Kautz Graph**

A Kautz graph is a digraph that uses exactly the same routing algorithm as in the De Bruijn graph however it accommodates more nodes than the De Bruijn graph with same degree and diameter.

A \((d, k)\) Kautz graph is a directed digraph, where \(d\) is the in and out degree and \(k\) is the diameter of the graph with deflection penalty \(k\), Fig. 2.7 [Panchapakesan & Sengupta, 95].

In Kautz graph each node is labelled with strings of length \(k(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k)\) from an alphabet \(d + 1\) letters that do not contain two consecutive same letters. Formally speaking, \(a_i \neq a_{i+1}\), where \(1 \leq i \leq k - 1\). A \((d,k)\) Kautz graph consists of \(N = d^k + d^{k-1}\) nodes and \(E = Nd\) edges where there is an edge from node \((a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k)\) to node \((b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_k)\) if and only if
\[ b_i = a_i + 1, \ a_i, \ b_i \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, d-1\}, \ 1 < i-k-1 \] (2.6)

The Kautz graph structure is perfectly symmetric unlike De Bruijn graph as it does not have nodes with self loops.

![Kautz Graph Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.7: Kautz graph**

A lower bound to the average hop distance \( h \) for a packet to travel between two arbitrary nodes is given by [Panchapakesan & Sengupta, 95] in:

\[
h = p + \frac{k - p}{N(N-1)} - \frac{(p-1)E}{N(N-1)} - \frac{Ed - 2C}{N(N-1)} \left[ \frac{d^{p-1} - d}{(d-1)^2} - \frac{p-2}{d-1} \right] \] (2.7)
where $C$ is the number of unordered node pairs forming a cycle length of two and in the case of Kautz graph it is defined as in equation 2.8:

$$C = \frac{d(d+1)}{2} \quad (2.8)$$

and $p$ is the largest integer that satisfies the following equation:

$$\frac{N(N-1)-E}{Ed - 2C} \geq 1 + d + d^2 + \ldots + d^{p-3} \quad (2.9)$$

If $k \leq 2$, then $p$ does not exist and therefore it is assumed that $p = k$.

The routing algorithm used in Kautz graph is exactly the same algorithm that is used in the De Bruijn graph as both of the networks are based on the shift register analogy.

### 2.2.5 Manhattan Street Network

The Manhattan street network (MSN) is a two connected mesh structured network. The bidirectional links in MSN are arranged in a structure that it resembles the streets of Manhattan [Maxemchuck, 87]. [Bassil & Cruz, 96] studied non-uniform traffic models for MSN.

A $(m,n)$ MSN consists of $N = mn$ ($m = 1,2,3..., \text{ and } m = 1,2,3$) nodes arranged in $m$ columns of $n$ nodes each connected together with adjacent row links and column links alternating in direction where in and out degree of nodes is always 2. Fig. 2.8 shows a
64 nodes MSN configuration. MSN is similar to the slotted loop system and packet based network [Maxemchuck, 89].

![Diagram of 64 node MSN](image)

**Fig. 2.8: A 64 node \((m = 8, n = 8)\) MSN**

The diameter (maximum hop distance between any two nodes) is \(n\) when \(\frac{n}{2}\) is odd and \(n+1\) when \(\frac{n}{2}\) is even. Deflection penalty is always 4 whatever the network size is.

A packet makes a loop of 4 hops when a it is deflected and returns back to the node that it has been deflected. Thus, MSN is considered as one of the most suitable networks for deflection routing as it has a low and constant deflection penalty.
The average number of hops \( h \) required for a packet to travel between the arbitrary nodes in a \((m, n)\) MSN when \( m = n \) is \( \sqrt{N} \), whereas when \( m \neq n \), \( h \) is defined as:

\[
h = \frac{N}{4} \frac{(m + n + 4) - n - 4}{N - 1}, \quad \text{where} \quad \frac{m}{2} \text{ is even and} \quad \frac{n}{2} \text{ is odd}, \quad (2.10)
\]

\[
h = \frac{N}{4} \frac{(m + n + 4) - n}{N - 1}, \quad \text{where} \quad \frac{m}{2} \text{ is even and} \quad \frac{n}{2} \text{ is even}, \quad (2.11)
\]

\[
h = \frac{N}{4} \frac{(m + n + 4) - m - n - 4}{N - 1}, \quad \text{where} \quad \frac{m}{2} \text{ is odd and} \quad \frac{n}{2} \text{ is odd} \quad (2.12)
\]

In MSN, routing decisions must be made at every node independently from the other nodes. Moreover, in MSN if network size is known, shortest path from source to destination is known. Labelling of the nodes (addressing) plays important role in MSN's routing. Each node has a unique "absolute address" which is defined as (row, column) (see the labelling in the Fig. 2.8). However, routing only depends on the relative address not on the absolute address. Relative address is the relative position from source to destination, which is enabled using the same routing algorithm in every node. In original MSN's configuration [Maxemchuck, 87] there are two types of relative addressing, integer and fractional addressing.

The relative address \((r,c)\) in an \( m \times n \) integer addressed network given as:

\[
r = \frac{m}{2} - \left[ \frac{m}{2} - D_c(r_{source} - r_{destination}) \mod m \right] \quad (2.13)
\]
\[ c = \frac{n}{2} \left[ D_r (c_{source} - c_{destination}) \mod n \right] \]  

(2.14)

The relative address \((r,c)\) in an \(m \times n\) fractionally addressed network given as:

\[ r = 1 - \left[ (1 - D_r (r_{source} - r_{destination})) \mod 2 \right] \]  

(2.15)

\[ c = 1 - \left[ (1 - D_r (c_{source} - c_{destination})) \mod 2 \right] \]  

(2.16)

Column direction\(^3\) \(D_c\) and row direction \(D_r\) are dependent on the direction of the links at the destination node, which are defined as follows,

\[ D_c \text{ is } +1 \text{ when } c_{destination} \text{ is even} \]

\[ D_c \text{ is } -1 \text{ when } c_{destination} \text{ is odd} \]

\[ D_r \text{ is } +1 \text{ when } r_{destination} \text{ is even} \]

\[ D_r \text{ is } +1 \text{ when } r_{destination} \text{ is odd} \]

Fractional addressing has two main advantages over integer addressing. In the former, it is easy to expand the network as new rows and columns can be added to the system without changing the addresses of the existing nodes. Also, the routing rules used are independent from the size of the MSN (independent from the number of rows and columns). Therefore, in an integer based network, the arithmetic logic unit (or the routing algorithm) which calculates the relative address, must be changed whenever the size of network changes. On the other hand, there is no need to do any changes in the fractionally addressed network.

\(^3\) Direction represents the way the packet travels within the network. i.e. when \(D_c = -1\) packet travels downwards and when it is +1 packet travels upwards direction. when \(D_r = -1\) packet travels from right to left and when it is +1 packet travels from left to right.
2.2.5.1 Distributed routing rules

Rule1 finds the shortest path for the integer addressed MSN, whereas Rule2 and Rule3 reduce the number of calculations performed at each node. However, this results in longer paths in some cases. Rule1 works as follows:

Select the preferred path if there is one, otherwise select either path (if there is zero or more than one path exists). Preferred packet directions for row and column can be found by the following equations respectively,

\[ rd = \frac{n+1}{2} + r_{source} - r_{destination} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

- If row direction \((rd)\) value is positive then packet direction is on positive\(^4\) direction
- If row direction \((rd)\) value is negative then packet direction is on negative direction
- If row direction \((rd)\) value is 0 then packet direction is either direction (packet can be directed to any direction on row wise)

\[ cd = \frac{n+1}{2} + c_{source} - c_{destination} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

\(^4\) Negative direction is defined as packets travelling from right to left (or up to down) and positive direction is the opposite.
• If column direction (rd) value is positive then packet direction is on positive direction
• If column direction (rd) value is negative then packet direction is on negative direction
• If column direction (rd) value is 0 then packet direction is either direction (packet can be directed to any direction on column wise).

**Rule1** finds the preferred output port for the packet regardless of the directions of the physical output links.

### 2.2.6 Hypercube

The Hypercube structure was proposed for computer networks in [Bhuyan & Agrawal, 84] and its properties have been studied briefly in [Saad & Schultz, 88] and [Katseff, 88].

An n-dimensional p-ary hypercube consists of \( N = p^n \) Nodes \((p = 1, 2, 3..., n = 1, 2, 3...\) each of which have \( p \) neighbours. Fig. 2.9 shows an 8 nodes 3-cube configuration. In hypercube, nodes are labelled in base-\( p \) numbers. The in and out degree of a node depend on the hypercube configuration and it is always \( p \). There is a bi-directional link between any two nodes if and only if the binary representations of their labels differ by one and only one bit, i.e., node \((x_{n-1}, x_{n-2}, ..., x_0\) base \(p \) is connected to node \((y_{n-1}, y_{n-2}, ..., y_0\) base \(p \) if \( x_i \neq y_i \) where \( 0 \leq i \leq n \).
In general, $p$-cube can be constructed recursively from lower dimensional cubes. By joining every node of two identical $(p-1)$ cubes whose nodes are numbered from 0 to $2^{n-1}$ a $p$-cube can be obtained. The 3-cube in Fig. 2.9 can be obtained by combining two 2-cubes (2-cube is a square). The diameter (maximum hop distance between any two nodes) is $p$ with a deflection penalty of 1 (as bidirectional links are used in hypercube). The average number of hops $h$ required for a packet to travel between two arbitrary nodes in an $n$-dimensional $p$-cube is defined as:

$$h = n\left(1 - \frac{1}{p}\right), \text{ where } h = \frac{n}{2} \text{ in binary hypercube}$$

(2.19)

The main disadvantage of a hypercube is that, its in and out degree increases with the network size. Thus, one can say that hypercube is not a practical solution as every node has to be changed every time network size increases which is a costly exercise.
On the other hand the routing algorithm of hypercube is really simple. A route between two nodes \( X = (x_{n-1}, x_{n-2}, \ldots, x_1, x_0)_{\text{base } p} \) and \( Y = (y_{n-1}, y_{n-2}, \ldots, y_1, y_0)_{\text{base } p} \) is defined by an exclusive or XOR operator given as:

\[
\text{Route code}(R) = X \otimes Y
\] (2.20)

After finding the route code, the dimensions corresponding to the non-zero positions of the \( R \) are traversed in arbitrary order from \( X \) to reach \( Y \). Let \( s \) be the shortest distance between two arbitrary nodes in a hypercube, then the number of alternate paths between them is defined as \( k \).

2.2.7 Hypercube connected rings NETwork

As name suggests, a hypercube connected ring network (HCRNET) is obtained by replacing each of the nodes of an \( n \)-dimensional hypercube by \( n \) node rings as shown in the Fig. 2.10 [Banerjee & Sarkar, 94].

A HCRNET consists of \( N = n2^n \) (\( n = 1,2,3 \ldots \)) nodes arranged in \( 2^n \) rings of \( n \) nodes each. Fig. 2.10 shows a 24 nodes HCRNET configuration. In general, hypercube connections are unidirectional and ring connections are bi-directional. The nodes are labelled as \( (x_h, x_r) \), where \( x_h \) is the label of the ring which is obtained from the corresponding node's label in the original hypercube, defined as \( 0 \leq x_h \leq n \). \( x_r \) is the \( x_r^{th} \) node in the ring \( x_h \) consisting of \( n \) nodes, defined as \( 0 \leq x_r \leq n \). Node \( (x_h, x_r) \) is connected to node \( (x_h \otimes 2^{x_r}, x_r) \) via the \( x_r \)-dimension of the hypercube. Therefore, the in and out degree of each node is \( 3(2^r+1) \) and it remains unchanged for different
configurations. The diameter (maximum hop distance between any two nodes) is $n + \frac{1}{2}n$.

Fig. 2.10: HCRNET

In HCRNET, route from source $(c^s, r^s)$ to destination $(c^d, r^d)$ can be broken into three parts [Banerjee & Sarkar, 94]:

- Routing within the ring of the source node,
- Routing from node $x$ to a node in the destination node’s ring (say $y$) via nodes in intermediate rings,
- Routing within the ring of the destination node,
Based on this, two routing methods are described in [Banerjee & Sarkar, 94], a shortest path routing scheme and a longer path scheme which is a faster and near optimal. Details can be found in [Banerjee & Sarkar, 94].

### 2.3 Comparison of the Networks

A comparison of the network topologies that have been reviewed is shown in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>MSN</th>
<th>Shufflenet</th>
<th>Gemnet</th>
<th>Debruijn</th>
<th>Kautz Graph</th>
<th>Hypercube</th>
<th>HCRNET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Config.</td>
<td>$(m,n)$</td>
<td>$(p,k)$</td>
<td>$(k,m,p)$</td>
<td>$(\Delta,D)$</td>
<td>$(d,k)$</td>
<td>$n$ dim.</td>
<td>$n$ dim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes (N)</td>
<td>$mn$</td>
<td>$kp^k$</td>
<td>$km$</td>
<td>$\Delta_D$</td>
<td>$d^k + d^{k-1}$</td>
<td>$p^n$</td>
<td>$nr_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In&amp;out degree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>$\sqrt{N}$</td>
<td>$2k-1$</td>
<td>$[\log \log N] + k-1$</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$n + n/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Path Exists</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection Penalty</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. no. of hops</td>
<td>$\sqrt{N}$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
<td>$\log_d N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>Perfectly Symmetric</td>
<td>Perfectly Symmetric</td>
<td>Depends on the Config.</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Perfectly Symmetric</td>
<td>Perfectly Symmetric</td>
<td>Perfectly Symmetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Simplicity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Dir.</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>Uni and Bi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For all topologies the average number of hops required to travel from source to the
destination per packet is in order of \( \log_2 N \) except for MSN. In MSN, Shufflenet,
Gemnet, Hypercube, HCRNET there are multiple paths exists. In Hypercube all the
links are bidirectional whereas in HCRNET, within the rings, links are unidirectional
and connection of rings is bidirectional. The rest of the networks have unidirectional
links. The deflection penalty is constant for MSN and Hypercube. However, in others
the average number of hops depends on the size of the network. The De Bruijn graph
is the only network that is not perfectly symmetric whereas the Gemnet is the only
network that is very scalable. Thus, it can accommodate any number of nodes.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a review of the most common non-blocking type logical network
topologies was presented with the focus on routing algorithms. Comparison of the
reviewed algorithms was given and it was identified that for all topologies except
MSN the number of hops from source to destination is in the order of \( \log_2 N \). After this
review three topologies, Shufflenet, De Bruijn graph and Gemnet has been selected
for implementation as they are the most suitable architectures for OTDM networks.
An implementation model and performance investigations of the selected topologies
together with some adaptation to the OTDM TOAD will be given in chapter 5. The
next chapter will offer a review of the routing algorithms for the arbitrary networks
which will be followed by a review of intelligent routing algorithms based on the ant
colony optimisation in chapter 4.
CHAPTER III - TRADITIONAL ROUTING ALGORITHMS AND PROTOCOLS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives a review of the traditional routing algorithms together with routing protocols that are currently used in today's networks. The chapter commences with an introduction to the routing problem and explains its requirements and characteristics. This is followed by a review of the widely used routing algorithms and protocols. Finally, a comparison of the routing protocols is given and advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

3.2 Routing Problem

Routing is the act of moving information (packets) across a network or Internet from a source to a destination. Routing involves two major acts, one to determine the optimal path to a particular destination (usually in software) and the other to switch the packet to the assigned port which is done by hardware. The switching carried out in the hardware domain is a much simpler process whereas determining the optimal path, which is a stochastic process, is a challenging task [Steenstrup, 95]. Moreover, the optimal path defined may change depending on the network's needs [Steenstrup, 95].

The problem of routing arises when a node in the network tries to send some data (packet) to a destination node [Tanenbaum, 03]. A routing algorithm is required to
find the optimal path (i.e. the shortest path) from source to destination. Solutions to the routing problem must satisfy the following properties where the first two are safety properties that must always be satisfied and the rest must be satisfied eventually [Tanenbaum, 03]:

1. **Correctness.** Algorithm should find the optimal or best route, whatever the network condition is.

2. **Fault Tolerance (Robustness).** Algorithm not only should be able to deliver the packets to its destination even in the most problematic conditions, but it should also be able to cope with node failures, link failures and path congestion.

3. **Optimality.** Is the ability to select the best path (route) from the source to the destination. The shortest path normally defines the optimal path but this depends on the metrics and requirements of the network (or system). For example, a path with less buffering delay may be the optimal path, although it might take a longer path.

4. **Simplicity (low overhead).** Algorithm should be efficient and simple.

5. **Stability.** Algorithm should reach equilibrium after a certain run time.

6. **Scalability.** The performance of the algorithm should improve as the resources increase (in the same ratio) and it should also be able to cope with increases in network traffic.

7. **Fairness.** A packet should reach its destination within a reasonable time.

Unlike the routing algorithms reviewed in the previous chapter, the algorithms reviewed in this chapter are not based on a specific topology. Hence, they are
sometimes named as routing algorithms for arbitrary topologies. Another common characteristic of these algorithms is that they are all table based, a data structure stored at every node (or router). The routing table entries are defined as routing metrics [Steenstrup, 95] and are used to evaluate the best possible path for a packet to travel to its associated destination. A typical example of a routing table is given in Fig. 3.1 where every identified destination node is associated with an output port and a routing metric.

![Diagram of network with routing table]

**Fig. 3.1: Destination/next hop association in routing table**

A routing metric is a standard of measurement, such as path bandwidth, that is used by routing algorithms to determine the optimal path to a destination. Routing algorithms use many different metrics to determine the best route. More advanced routing algorithms base their route selection process on multiple metrics [Cormen et al, 02] by combining them in a single (hybrid) metric. The metrics are:

- Path length
- Reliability
- Delay
- Bandwidth
- Load
- Communication cost
**Path length:** is the most common routing metric. Some routing algorithms allow the assigning arbitrary costs manually to each network link. In this case, path length is the sum of the costs associated with each link traversed. Other routing algorithms define hop count, a metric that specifies the number of passes through internetworking products.

**Reliability:** in the context of routing algorithms, refers to the dependability (usually described in terms of the bit-error rate) of each network link. Some network links might go down more often than others. On occurrence of a network failure, certain links might be repaired more easily and quickly than other links. Any reliability factors can be taken into account in the assignment of the reliability ratings, which are arbitrary numeric values usually assigned to network links.

**Routing (packet) delay:** refers to the length of time required to move a packet from source to destination through the network. Delay depends on many factors, including the bandwidth of intermediate network links, the queues at each node along the way, network congestion on all intermediate network links, and the physical distance travelled by the packet. Since delay is a conglomeration of several important variables, it is a common and useful metric.

**Bandwidth:** refers to the available traffic capacity of a link. All other characteristics being equal, a 10-Mbps Ethernet link would be preferable to a 64-kbps leased line. Although bandwidth is a rating of the maximum attainable throughput on a link, routes through links with greater bandwidth do not necessarily provide better routes than those through slower links. For example, if a faster link is busier, then the actual time required to send a packet to the destination could be greater.
**Load:** refers to the degree to which a network resource, such as a node, is busy. Load can be calculated in a number of ways, including central processing unit (CPU) utilization and packets processed per second.

**Cost:** is another important metric, which is expressed by the different metrics, by different network designers as a function of bandwidth, delay, data rate, financial cost etc. It is usually defined as 1/(bandwidth) in some routers [Bellman, 59].

### 3.3 Routing Algorithms

The Bellman Ford distance vector routing algorithm and Dijkstra’s shortest path routing algorithm are the bases for almost all the routing protocols that are currently in use today [Streerstrup, 95]. A variation of the Distance Vector algorithm is used in the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) whereas the shortest path routing algorithm is the basis for the OSPF routing protocol [Cisco-02]. On the other hand, the Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) uses both of the algorithms [Sportack, 99].

#### 3.3.1 Dijkstra / Shortest Path Algorithm

The Dijkstra [Dijkstra, 59] algorithm is one of the most widely deployed routing algorithms in today’s Internet. This algorithm computes the routes based on the cost metric, which is expressed by different metrics by network designers as a function of delay, data rate, financial cost, etc. Using the Dijkstra algorithm, every node in the network computes its routes to every other node in the network [Bertsekas, 91].

The Dijkstra algorithm is also termed as a *greedy algorithm*, since it optimises the routes to all the nodes to a single least cost path, and always uses this path without
any regards to future consequences (such as congestion on the most diverted path if
the metric is based on the hop count). To find the least cost path or the shortest path,
the algorithm chooses a local optimum cost\(^5\) at each step, under the assumption that
this will lead to a global optimum cost.

The Dijkstra algorithm can be best explained by presenting the network as a directed
graph or digraph, where every node is treated as an edge of the digraph and every link
as the vertex connecting any two edges [Bertsekas, 91]. The costs of these vertices are
always non-negative. Let \( V \) be the set of all the edges of the digraph, \( c[s,w] \) is the
array of the cost metrics of the vertices between any edge \( s \) and \( w \), and \( D[w] \) is the
array of the least costs (of the shortest path) to any node to be computed. Initially, the
cost of the shortest path to any other edge is considered as \textit{infinity} \( i.e. D[w] = \infty \). If
there are \( n \) edges in the digraph, every edge \( s \) starts computing the costs \( D[w] \) of the
shortest paths to other nodes by choosing its neighbour, \( w \in (V-s) \) with minimal value
of \( c[s,w] \). Then it computes the routes for every other edge \( v \in (V-s-w) \) as in equation
3.1., where \( c[w,v] \) is the costs of the vertex, connecting \( v \) to \( w \). This process is also
called \textbf{relaxing the nodes} and it continues until all the digraph edges are visited.
When the process is completed, all nodes in the network have the shortest path to
every other node in the network.

\[
D[v] = \text{minimum}(D[v], D[w] + c[w,v]) \quad (3.1)
\]

In order not to recompute the previously visited paths, every visited node is marked. If
there are \( e \) number of edges and \( n \) number of vertices in the digraph, the complexity

\(^5\) Optimum cost refers to the least cost of the path to a particular node at that point in transition of the
execution of the algorithm in a recursive manner
of the Dijkstra algorithm or the number of iterations carried is \( O(e \log N) \) where \( N \) is number of nodes [Shankar et al, 95].

**3.3.2 Link State Routing Algorithm**

In the link state routing algorithm, the node (router) running (the link-state routing algorithm (LSA)) advertises the states of its local network links, rather than using the incremental calculation used in the distance vector algorithms. In the link state routing algorithms, topological databases (routing tables) are used to construct a graph of interconnected nodes and links that represents the network. Each node maintains a map of the network in its routing tables with the entries for every known node with their attached links, and neighboring nodes. The pseudo codes for the link state routing algorithms is given in Fig. 3.2 [Bertsekas, 91].

![Pseudo code for general link state routing algorithm](image)

**Fig. 3.2: Pseudo code for general link state routing algorithm**

Therefore, an efficient flooding\(^6\) algorithm is a crucial requirement. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is used to maintain the routing tables.

---

\(^6\) Flooding is a type of routing algorithm that all of the received packets are sent to (flood) to all of the possible destinations (output ports).
3.3.3 Distance Vector Routing/ Bellman Ford Routing Algorithm

The distance vector routing algorithm was first implemented in the ARPANET based on the Bellman-Ford [Bellman, 59] algorithm. The distance vector algorithm views networks in terms of adjacent routers and estimated distance metrics, rather than predicting the entire network topology. The distance metric can be the geographical distance, hop count or a hybrid function that uses delays, throughput, reliability, etc. The distance vector algorithm estimates the minimum length (cost) paths by using a simple distributed algorithm in the form of:

\[ D_{ij} = 0, \quad i = j \]  

\[ D_{ij} = \min_k \left[ D_{ik} + D_{kj} \right], \quad i \neq j \]  

(3.2)  
(3.3)

Where \( D_{ij} \) is the minimum cost path from source node \( i \) to destination node \( j \). \( D_{ij} \) is initialized to infinity when \( i \neq j \). Every node \( i \) executes (equations 3.2, 3.3) concurrently and iteratively to find the minimum length path to node \( j \).

The main advantage of the distance vector algorithm approach is that node \( i \) does not have to know all the \( D_{ij} \) values, but rather need know only \( D_{ik} \) values for those nodes \( k \) which are immediate neighbours of \( i \). Thus the distance vector algorithm can be executed in a distributed manner since there is no need for global knowledge. Hence, it is sometimes named as distributed and asynchronous Bellman Ford algorithm [Bertsekas, 91].
Fig. 3.3: Pseudo code for Distance Vector algorithm

The pseudo code for the basic distance vector routing table is given in Fig. 3.3 [Bertsekas, 91]. Initially, every node \( i \) know the cost of the link to its neighbour node \( k \) only and sets the rest of the possible nodes to infinity. In other words, if the cost of the links and the associated output ports (neighbours) is represented as a table, node \( i \) would only know the row associated with itself on its neighbour’s tables. After the initialisation process, every node updates its neighbour’s routing table with the information that it has. Every neighbour node checks the updated message it receives and chooses the minimum path. This process continues in an iterative manner and every node sends updated messages at regular intervals or whenever a change occurs.

Unlike distance vector algorithm in the link state routing algorithms, link state advertisements are broadcasted to all nodes within the same hierarchical area.
3.4 Routing Protocols

3.4.1 Routing information protocol

Routing information protocol (RIP) is a basic distance vector protocol and it is one of the most commonly used routing protocols [Cisco-02]. In RIP, each node in the network keeps a routing table that contains entries for all the reachable nodes in the network, a distance metric associated with each entry and the via-node (next-hop node) if it is not the neighbour of that node. This table is first initialised with the neighbours, before every node sends its current routing update at regular intervals as in typical distance vector routing algorithms\(^7\) to all their neighbours and then each node compares tables and chooses the minimum cost route. RIP uses a very simple metric, hop count (here it is used for age indication), to measure the goodness of the path. Moreover, it only maintains information about the best path. However, unlike the original Bellman-Ford algorithm, RIP retains information about the best cost path to the destination path. RIP detects node or link failures from the missing update messages. For example, some RIP implementations assign infinity for the neighbours if they do not receive an update message for 180 seconds (6 successive update messages). The main drawback of RIP is that it limits the maximum hop value to 16. Hence, the diameter of the network is limited to 16. RIP is a very simple and primitive protocol compared to OSPF and Interior gateway routing protocol (IGRP). However, for a small sized network, RIP has very little overhead in terms of bandwidth and is relatively simple to configure and implement.

In RIP version 1 [Hedrick, 88] two types of RIP messages are used: Request Messages and Response Messages. A router requests an update when it first joins a

\(^7\) In the original RIP configuration it sends the update messages in every 30 seconds.
network and all routers respond with Response Messages containing the routes. In addition to this, Response Messages are sent every 30 seconds by default. The default values used in RIP 1 are given in Table 3.1. Triggered updates occur when there is a change in the parameters and it contains the changed information to speed-up network convergence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1: Parameters used in RIP</th>
<th>RIP Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinity</td>
<td>16 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update time</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid time</td>
<td>180 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush time</td>
<td>120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holddown</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RIP 2 specification described in [Malkin, 98] allows more information to be included in RIP packets and enables the use of a simple authentication mechanism to secure table updates. More importantly, RIP 2 supports subnet masks, a critical feature that is not available in RIP 1.

3.4.2 Interior gateway routing protocol

IGRP was developed by CISCO in the mid 80’s for Internet protocol (IP) networks to overcome the weaknesses of the RIP protocol [Hedrick, 91]. It is a Distance Vector routing protocol which uses a composite metric to calculate the best routes. The composite metric function is defined as follows:

$$\frac{\left(\frac{k_1}{C'} + \frac{k_2}{D'}\right)}{R'}$$

(3.4)
Where, \( D' \) is the routing delay (1 - 2^{24}), Route delay in tens of microseconds. \( C' \) is the effective route capacity (1200 kbps - 100 GBps). \( R'' \) is the reliability (1 - 255), The value 255 means 100 percent reliability, 0 means no reliability. \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are the coefficients that determines the impact of \( C' \) and \( D' \), and \( L \) is the load (1 - 255), 255 is 100 percent loading.

The weights of these values are defined by the network administrator according to the needs of the system. The route delay may include the following: transmission delays, queuing delays, propagation delays and processing delays. \( C' \) is computed as the product of sum of minimum bandwidth and the percentage of the available capacity based on the load (equation 3.5). Coefficients \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are assigned to determine the relative importance of the available bandwidth and the delay in the function. IGRP also supports multi path routing by assigning multiple paths for the given range of values. This is done by a variable called "variance" which selects the paths within the specified range defined by the variance. In particular, the acceptable routes must have value less than or equal to variance \( v \) times the minimum cost.

\[
C' = \sum_{i=0}^{N} C_{\min_i} L
\]  
(3.5)

IGRP uses hold-downs, split horizons and poison-reverse updates to improve reliability and stability of the protocol. Hold-downs inform the node to keep any changes that might affect routes for some period of time. Nodes detect failures from lack of regularly scheduled update messages from its neighbours. The node then calculates new routes and sends this information to its neighbours. However, sometimes nodes do no: receive update messages in the correct order, due to delays
(which cause correct information to be overwritten). Thus, hold-downs are used to prevent this happening. The split horizon rule is used to prevent the updating of the node from which the information is gathered from. Poison reverse acts in the same way but is not only limited to the neighbouring nodes.

3.4.3 Open Shortest Path First

The main characteristic of OSPF is that it is based on the Dijkstra’s shortest path first algorithm (SPF) [Moy, 98]. It uses SPF algorithm to calculate the changes in the routing table. The algorithm first sends a ‘hello’ message to every output port to identify its neighbours and learn their network addresses. On receiving hello messages nodes reply back. The hello packets are also transmitted every 10 seconds by default, to check connection between the nodes. If a node in the network does not receive a hello packet from one of its neighbours, then it starts a dead interval counter for that node. If no hello packet is received within the dead interval time (usually 4 times the hello interval time), then the node will send a link state update indicating link failure [Steenstrup , 95].

In order to compute the link costs, every node sends out echo packets on every point-to-point link, and receiving nodes are required to reply back immediately. By measuring the round-trip time and dividing it by two, the sending node can get a reasonable estimate of the delay. The delay of the link can also be manually assigned by the network administrator. In addition, each node sends periodic link state advertisements (LSAs) to every available destination in the network to inform other nodes of the changes that it has discovered. LSAs are also flooded, once the algorithm initialises itself and learns about its neighbours.
One other characteristic of OSPF is that it supports hierarchical routing, where the network is divided into many areas with area “zero” as the backbone area, which interconnects with all other areas in the network. Every area is identified with a unique code. If hierarchical routing is not required, all the nodes in the network are configured to be in area “zero” or the backbone area by default. All the packets between areas should route across the backbone area.

3.4.4 Enhanced interior gateway routing protocol

Enhanced interior gateway routing protocol (EIGRP) is similar to IGRP in many ways, but is different in that it has properties of both a distance vector routing protocol and a link state routing protocol [Steenstrup, 95]. In EIGRP, instead of making periodic updates, nodes send partial updates when the metric for a route changes. EIGRP uses four mechanisms to improve the performance of the routing algorithm. The neighbour recovery/discovery mechanism sends hello packets to discover nodes’ neighbours and failures within them. A reliable transport protocol ensures that packets are delivered to all neighbours, if necessary using acknowledgement messages. Two staged process is used to track validity and correctness of the received update messages. Protocol dependent modules are responsible for network layer specific requirements [Steenstrup, 95]. In addition to the four mechanisms explained above, four additional data structures are used in the EIGRP: neighbour tables, topology tables, route states and route tagging.

For every discovered neighbour, there is an associated table containing its address and round trip time. The topology table keeps all of the destination addresses, together with the metrics that have been advertised so far by the neighbours. A topology table
entry is in passive state while the node is recalculating it and active state otherwise. This information is kept in the route states. In addition, route tags are used to maintain and control routing policies in a more efficient way.

EIGRP uses the following packet types: hello and acknowledgement update and query and reply [Sportack, 99]. Hello packets are broadcast to all neighbour nodes for discovery and recovery requiring no acknowledgement. The hello message with no data is an acknowledgement message. Update information is used to send the new link and node information to other nodes. Query packets are broadcast when the destination has no feasible successors and reply packets are sent as a response to the query message.

3.4.5 Border gateway protocol

The BGP is an interautonomous system routing protocol [Malkin, 98]. An autonomous system is a network or group of networks under a common administration and with common routing policies, such as a university network. BGP version 4 is the current de facto exterior routing protocol in the Internet and is the protocol used between Internet service provider (ISP)'s. Customer networks, such as universities and corporations, usually employ an Interior gateway protocol (IGP) such as RIP or OSPF for the exchange of routing information within their networks. Customers connected to ISPs, and ISPs use BGP to exchange customer and ISP routes. When BGP is used between autonomous systems (AS), the protocol is referred to as external BGP (EBGP). BGP learns multiple paths via internal and external BGP speakers and it finds the best path and updates associated properties in its routing
table. These properties are referred to as BGP attributes which are weight, local preference, multi-exit discriminator, origin, AS_path\(^8\), next hop and community

### 3.4.6 Exterior gateway protocol

EGP is for exchanging routing information between two neighbour gateway hosts in a network of autonomous systems [Rosen, 82]. It uses periodic message exchanges Hello/I-Heard-You (I-H-U) to monitor the status of the links with its neighbours. The routing table contains a list of known routers, the addresses they can reach, and a cost metric associated with the path to each router so that the best available route is chosen. However, unlike BGP, EGP do not attempt to choose the best route by itself. EGP updates the associated distance-vector entries in the routing table, but does not evaluate this information. This is because the routing metrics from different autonomous systems are not directly comparable. Each AS may use different criteria for developing these values. Therefore, EGP leaves the choice of a ‘best’ route to someone else. When EGP was designed, the network relied upon a group of trusted core gateways to process and distributes the routes received from all autonomous systems. These core gateways were expected to have the necessary information in order to choose the best external routes.

### 3.5 Comparison

Although the distance vector routing algorithms are simpler they have slow convergence and have split horizon problems. Link state algorithms are more complex and require more resources compared to the distance vector routing algorithms but they converge faster than the distance vector routing algorithms. Distance Vector

\(^8\) Autonomous Systems (AS)
algorithms need computational complexity of $O(N^3)$. In the worst case scenario, the algorithm must be iterated $N$ (number of nodes) times with each iteration having to be done $N-1$ times and for each iteration minimisation having to be taken $N-1$ times. On the other hand, the Dijkstra’s link state algorithm has the computational complexity of $O(N^2)$. Some approaches, as in EIGRP, use a hybrid approach to benefit from the advantages of the both algorithms. A comparison of the traditional routing algorithms is given in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIP</td>
<td>Distance Vector</td>
<td>A very basic protocol, with some problems and limitations as it uses limited hop counter as the routing metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRP</td>
<td>Distance Vector</td>
<td>Designed for IP networks, uses a composite metric, hold-downs, split horizons and poison-reverse updates to improve reliability and stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIGRP</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Uses four mechanisms, neighbour recovery/discovery, reliable transport protocol, DUAL finite state machine, protocol dependent modules to improve the performance of the routing algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGP</td>
<td>Distance Vector</td>
<td>Inter domain protocol, restrict itself to two levels of domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Path-vector</td>
<td>No restrictions unlike to EGP, exchanges vector of destinations and domain level path information with its neighbours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Domain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uses all of the ideas in the BGP-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol (IDRP)</td>
<td>Path-vector</td>
<td>Uses flooding to advertise update messages and can be used with inter-domain routing protocols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter a review of the traditional routing algorithms together with routing protocols that are currently in use today's networks were given. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is one of the well known algorithms widely adapted in the Internet and studied in the literature. It also forms the basis for the link state routing algorithm and protocols. OSPF is deployed throughout the internet and is the de facto routing algorithm with in the networks. EGP is a gateway protocol which is mainly used between the backbones and as it name suggests, among the gateways. However, BGP is the most widely used gateway protocol.

The review highlighted that all of the algorithms that has been reviewed here (which are also widely used in the internet) needs human interpretation in order to adapt to the changes (i.e. node/link failures, adding/removing links/nodes, congestion). Therefore, there needs to be an administrator to monitor these algorithms and than modify the variables used in these algorithms based on status of the network. Because of this, there is a growing body of research in intelligent algorithms that can adapt themselves to the changes in the network. Therefore, next chapter will be review of the intelligent algorithms.
CHAPTER IV - REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AND ANT COLONY OPTIMISATION

"An agent is something that perceives and acts in an environment" [Russell & Norvig, 95]

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses ant colony optimisation (ACO) and reviews the routing algorithms based on ant colony optimisation. It begins with an introduction to reinforcement learning and describes how this works. After providing a brief description of reinforcement learning, ant colony optimisation is analysed and the antnet routing algorithm together with the algorithms derived from it are reviewed in detail.

The routing algorithms discussed in the previous chapter lacked intelligence, thus requiring human assistance and interpretation in order to adapt themselves to failures and changes. Routing is considered to be an NP-Hard Optimization problem, therefore widely used optimization problems have been applied in the literature. To name a few, Genetic Algorithms [Liang et al, 02], Neural Networks [Dixon et al, 95], Simulated Annealing [Osman & Kelly, 96], Software Agents [Yang et al, 02] [Amin & Mikler, 02-1] and Reinforcement Learning [Littman & Boyan, 92].
The routing problem has many similarities with the travelling salesman problem (TSP) [Larra Naga et al, 99] and can be considered to be a scheduling problem. Therefore most of the research that has been applied to TSP and scheduling problems has been adapted to the routing problem. However, most of the meta-heuristic optimization tools are not capable of producing satisfactory results for real time systems, as they need some period of time for the learning process and demand high processing power.

In recent years, agent based systems and reinforcement learning have attracted researchers' interest. This is because these methods do not need any supervision and are distributed in nature [Bonabeau et al, 00] [Kunkle, 01]. Swarm intelligence (particularly ant based systems) [Dorigo et al, 02-2], Q-learning [Boyan & Littman, 94] methods and hybrid agent based distance vector algorithms [Amin et al, 01] have shown promising and encouraging results.

Unlike other optimisation problems the routing problem which is a dynamic optimisation problem, has to be solved in real time. [Schoonderwoerd, 96] was the first to apply ant based systems to the routing problem. This work was influenced by the work reported in [Appleby & Steward, 94] and was applied to circuit-switched and connection oriented systems. [White & Pagurek, 98] and [Bonabeau et al, 98] later on improved [Schoonderwoerd, 96] the algorithm and applied it to the connection oriented systems. [Subramanian et al, 97] was the first to apply the ant colony concept to packet based connectionless systems. Others such as, [Heusse et al, 98] and [Di Caro & Dorigo, 97], [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-1], [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-2], [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-3] and [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4] followed in the footsteps of
[Subramanian 97]. In the following section we will first review reinforcement learning and its applications to the routing problem, particularly to the applications of agent and ant based routing algorithms. The chapter then introduces the work reported in [Appleby & Steward, 94] which has influenced the work reported in [Schoonderwoerd, 96] and gives a review of ant-based routing algorithms.

4.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is an agent based learning method where agents are rewarded for the actions that they take. Therefore agents are reinforced with the rewards and directed towards better solutions. In reinforcement learning, an agent should be able to sense the environment and be able to take actions that could change the environment or the state of the environment. Also, an agent should have a goal or goals in order to take actions [Weyns et al, 04]. Based on the action taken, agent receives a feedback which is called “reward” or “reinforcement” (see Fig. 4.1). The agent then uses this reward to learn and use this experience in the actions that it takes.

**Fig. 4.1: Agent environment interaction**
Agents are never told what the right actions are and are left to their own accord to explore and make appropriate decisions in order to increase their knowledge. Beyond the agent and environment [Sutton & Barto, 98] identified the four main aspects of reinforcement learning: a policy, a reward function, a value function and a model of the environment (optional), see Fig. 4.2 [Kaelbling et al, 96].

![Diagram showing the main components of a reinforcement learning agent: Policy, Reward, Value, Model](image)

**Fig. 4.2: Main components of reinforcement learning agent**

Fig 4.2 shows the main components of reinforcement learning agent. Policy is the way that agent behaves based on knowledge gained from previous actions. It is composed of a set of rules that the agent has to obey. The reward function informs the agent how well it has performed its tasks based on its goal. Based on the reward function an agent comes up with a solution to the problem which is called the “value function”. This function is the long term representation of the reward function. The environment model tells the agent what might happen or what the expected reward is based on the action taken. Models are built on statistical knowledge and experience gained by the agent. More detailed information about the reinforcement models can be found in [Sutton & Barto, 98], [Kaelbling et al, 96] and [Andrej, 02].

There is a trade off between exploiting and exploring in reinforcement learning. When there are less agents in the system that are exploring for a new solution they get stuck
in the local optima and cannot find the optimum solution. On the other hand, when they explore more, they create more overhead in the network thus resulting in low network performance. Therefore there has to be a balance between exploring and exploiting in order to find the optimal solution for a given problem.

4.3 Swarm Intelligence

“Artificial life is the study of man-made systems that exhibit behaviour characteristics of natural living systems” [Schoonderwoerd, 96]

Swarm intelligence is a form of reinforcement learning based on observations from nature [Carnahan & Simha, 01]. Researchers have been trying to analyse and understand the dynamics of nature, as it is the perfect working model that can be used to develop the meta-heuristics. Genetic algorithms, neural networks, simulated annealing and swarm intelligence are the most studied examples. All of these approaches have one goal; to apply existing well observed dynamics of nature on man made systems to solve hard optimisation problems. Goldberg and his students [Goldberg, 89] applied the Darwinian approach to optimise the given problem [Chambers, 95] using genetic algorithms. Neural networks, where many processing elements are interconnected like neurons process a given task in a highly parallel fashion just like human brain [Dixon et al, 95]. Annealing is a chemical process that is used to harden metals and glass starting at high temperatures and then cooling it slowly. Simulated annealing is a process that attempts to find the minimum (optimum) cost (solution) in the given cost function (problem). In recent years however, swarm intelligence, especially animals that have emergent collective behaviour, has attracted researcher’s interest where solutions for large tasks emerge as
a result of the behaviours of individual entries. Bird-flocking, fish-schooling, nest building and ant colonies have been simulated to solve NP-hard optimisation problems [Camazine et al, 01]. These systems are distributed in nature with no chosen leader, hence they are sometimes named as “unsupervised learning”.

4.4 Ants and Ant Colony Optimisation

Individual ants are very unsophisticated and simple insects that are capable of performing a variety of complicated tasks when they act in collective manner. Real ant behaviour has been observed by many researchers and they have agreed on the following collective behaviour of several ant species reported in, [Beckers et al, 92], [Franks, 89], [Schoonderwoerd, 96] and [Dorigo et al, 02-1]. Ants in real life:

- explore particular areas for food
- build and protect their nests
- sort brood and food items
- cooperate in carrying large items
- immigrate as colonies
- leave pheromones on their way back
- preferentially exploit the richest available food source
- store information on the nature(uses world as a memory)
- make their decision on a stochastic way
- always finds the shortest paths to their nests or food source
- are blind, can not foresee future
- have very limited memory
Fig. 4.3: The process of how ants find optimal path in real life

It is believed that these behaviours emerge from the interactions between the large numbers of ants and the environment. Also, it has been observed by many researchers that in nature ants always find the shortest path from their nests to the food source. They do this by using the notion of “stigmergy”, which is a form of indirect communication through the environment [Beckers et al, 92]. Ants lay pheromone, a chemical substance, to mark the path that they use to the food source. For example, in Fig. 4.3(i) ants initially have no idea which direction to take and choose one of the paths randomly. It is expected on average that half of the ants to choose the shorter path and the other half to choose the longer path (they have no information or knowledge of the paths at this stage). It can be observed from Fig. 4.3(ii) that the ants that have chosen the shorter path should reach to their destinations more quickly than those that selected the longest path. These ants will also take the shorter path on their way back to the source before the others. In Fig. 4.3(iii), the number of ants choosing the shorter path will be increased after this step as there will be more pheromone laid on to the shorter path. Recently, there has been increased research activities inspired from these “simple” insects reported in [Beckers et al, 92]. They applied ant behaviour to solve NP-hard optimisation problems and used ants (agents) to sense the
environment and to find solutions. However, there are differences between real ants and artificial ants\(^9\) where an artificial ant is nothing but a software agent. Artificial ant based systems have the following characteristics:

- ants (agents) do not communicate directly, rather they change the environment (update some common data structures)
- ants deposit pheromone as a function of quality of the solution found,
- ants make their decision based on a probabilistic way, based on a defined probability function
- ant systems are resilient and dynamic
- there are no supervisors
- ant systems are highly distributed
- ant systems are robust
- ant systems are highly scalable
- ants are self organizing, no interaction is required from outside
- ants perform backwards learning
- ants have some but limited memory

\(^9\) Ants and agents will be used interchangeably throughout the text.
// ACO Meta-heuristic
Begin
While (not terminate)
    Begin schedule activities
        // The following Three functions are executed concurrently in parallel
        Generate_ants 0;
        Evaporate_pheromone 0;
        Daemon_actions 0;
        // executed based on central knowledge or another op. method
        // routing tables can be updated here independent from the ants
    End schedule activities
End While

Generate_ants 0;
// ants are created here and policy is given in this function
Begin
    Initialise.ant 0;
    // on initialisation random dest. is given to the ant and M data stack is updated
    While (solution not found)
        A = Local_ant_routing_table;
        P = Transition_Probabilities (A, M, problem_constraints);
        Next_state = apply_ant_decision_policy (P, problem_constraints);
        if (forward_mode)
            Deposit_pheromone 0; // on to the visited arc
            Update_ant_routing_table;
        End If
        Update M; //as routing table is changed
    End While
    If (Backward_mode)
        Evaluate_solution 0;
        Deposit_pheromone_on_all_visited_nodes 0;
        Update M; //as routing table is changed
    End If
// forward mode and backward mode functions are mutually exclusive
// when both is not executed then daemon has updated the tables.
Die 0; // Once ant reaches back to source node it dies
End.

Fig. 4.4: Pseudo code for ACO meta-heuristic

Ant-colony based algorithms were pioneered by [Coiorni & Dorigo, 92] and [Dorigo et al, 96] as a multi-agent approach inspired from real ant colonies in nature and based on the Monte Carlo model [Sutton & Barto, 98] and [Fishman 96]. Ant based systems were first applied to the travelling salesman problem (TSP) and in [Dorigo & Gambardella, 97] [Dorigo & Gambardella, 99] this heuristic is named as ant colony optimisation [Dorigo & Di Caro, 99] [Dorigo et al, 02-1]. The pseudo code for the general ACO meta-heuristic [Dorigo et al, 99] is given in Fig. 4.4.
In Fig. 4.4, first three functions can be executed concurrently in a distributed system, but some synchronisation may be needed. `Daemon_actions` requires additional knowledge to the locally available information, where this knowledge could be centralised knowledge or another optimisation method such as GA. Forward_mode and backward_mode are executed in a mutually exclusive manner; ants either update pheromone tables before or after they built the solution, on their way back to the source node. Initially, three ant based meta-heuristics have been implemented in [Dorigo et al, 99] namely: ant-density, ant-quantity and ant-cycle. In the first two, ants deposit pheromone after building the complete solution. However this has been found to be inefficient. Ant-cycle heuristic has been proposed, where backward ants are used to lay the pheromones.

4.5 Antnet routing algorithm and its derivatives

4.5.1 Mobile software agents for control in telecommunications networks

[Appleby & Steward, 94] used software mobile agents to establish (to route) telephone calls in British telecom (BT)'s telephone network and to optimise the load balancing in the networks. Two kinds of software agents used in their system namely:

1. Load management agents: designed to distribute load evenly
2. Parent agents: responsible for managing the population level and task allocation of the load management agents.
A load management agent provides lower level of control, each agent is launched from source to destination and routed by a variation of the Dijkstra's well-known routing algorithm [Bertsekas et al, 92] which updates routing tables on their way to destination. The best route is defined as the "largest minimum spare capacity" of all possible routes which is to distribute load evenly avoiding high local node loadings.

Parent agents provide second level of control. They travel along the network and discover the most congested parts of the network, the nodes that creates most traffic. [Appleby & Steward, 94] applied the following important properties to achieve robustness:

- There should be no direct inter agent communication
- There should be a large number of agents
- The agents should be able to dynamically alter their population and task allocation.

**4.5.2 ABC routing in telecommunications networks**

The work reported in [Schoonderwoerd, 96] applied the ants concept to the routing problem for the first time based on the work reported in [Appleby & Steward, 94]. In this work, ant colony optimisation was applied to circuit switched telephone networks. Routing tables are replaced with a table of probabilities and ant based agents, rather than ordinary agents are used for updating the routing tables in order to optimise the performance of the algorithm on changing data traffic loads. Ants have the following properties [Schoonderwoerd, 96] and [Schoonderwoerd et al, 96]:
• Two kinds of ants are used in the routing algorithm, forward and backward ants
• Each ant (forward ant) is initially sent to a random destination
• On reaching their destination, ants die and create backward ants to travel back to source following the marked path
• Ants are delayed at congested nodes, preventing them from laying more pheromone on the path that encourages following ants (this increases the probability of usage of other paths)
• Laying pheromone is proportional to the ants age, older ants lay less pheromone.

In ABC each row and column in the routing table corresponds to a neighbour, and to a destination node respectively. Backward ants travelling from the destination to the source node normally update the routing table entries. This update takes place in two ways: (i) a positive reinforcement on path taken by the agent (equation 4.1) or (ii) a negative reinforcement on the other paths (equation 4.2). Basically, an ant increments the pheromone level, i.e. increasing probability of path used so that the ants coming behind could use that particular path.

\[ r(t + 1) = \frac{r(t) + \delta r}{1 + \delta p} \]  
(4.1)

\[ r(t + 1) = \frac{r(t)}{1 + \delta p}, n \neq i - 1 \]  
(4.2)

Where \( \delta r \) is the reinforcement parameter which is based on ants characteristics showing how well the ant is performing. [Schoonderwoerd, 96] used ants absolute age
$T^*$, which is the measured time spent in the network, to calculate the reinforcement parameter as:

$$\delta r = \frac{a'}{T^*} + b'$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Where $a'$ and $b'$ are ants parameters. Stagnation is considered to be one of the biggest issues in reinforcement learning. In ABC routing, the table freezes after some time since probability entries are used in the routing table. Thus, the algorithm is enabling to exploit the newly found optimal routes. In other words, the algorithm sticks in local optima and is not therefore able to reach the global optimum solution. This will be explained in detail and further solutions will be provided with novel approaches in Chapter 6. In ABC routing, a scheme called the noise function, which can be considered as an exploration parameter has been used to ensure that the algorithm does not get trapped in the local optima. Based on the noise function\textsuperscript{10} an ant chooses a random destination at each hop, thus being able to fully search the entire network. Later on it will be shown that using the noise function, the network can be managed more appropriately to find best paths performance [Bonabeau et al, 99]. However, the main drawback of this algorithm is that it can only find single paths from source to destination. The pseudo code for the ABC algorithm is given on Fig. 4.5 [Bonabeau et al, 99]. In the initialisation steps, ants explore the network in the absence of network traffic which enables ants to initialise the routing table entries.

\textsuperscript{10} Noise is set to 0.05 in the ABC routing algorithm where 5% of the ants are forwarded to the random destinations.
Main
initialization // no data traffic ants discover paths and updates routing table entries
For t = 0 to finalize
Begin
For i = 1 to N
Begin
Launch_ant(random(destination))
End Loop
Route ants based on probability entries and update routing table entries
End Loop
If (t_interval) is reached // time interval for ant generation
Then
Destination_node = random (possible destinations)
Sent forward ant (destination_node, source_node)
End If
if (Ant_received)
Function_ant_received()
End If
End Main
Function_ant_received()
If (backward ant)
Then
For i = 1 to N
Begin
if i = node came from
\[ r(t + 1) = \frac{r(i) + \delta r}{1 + \delta r} \]
Else
\[ r(t + 1) = \frac{r(i)}{1 + \delta r} \]
End Loop
If (current_node = destination_node)
Then
Kill(backward Ant)
End if
Push_stack (next_hop_node, Ant);
Sent_ant (next_hop_node);
End if
If (forward ant)
Then
If NOT (current_node = destination_node)
Then
If rand(1) == g // noise(g) set to 0.05
Then
Sent_ant (random(output port))
// Set next hop randomly from the possible output ports.
End if
Else
Choose next hop from routing table among the output ports.
End if
Else
Change type to Forward Ant
End if
End if

Fig. 4.5: Pseudo code for ABC algorithm
4.5.3 Regular and uniform ant routing algorithm

[Subramanian et al, 97] also applied ant colonies to packet switched networks to solve routing problem in real time. ABC routing algorithm rules are used to update the routing tables. Two routing algorithms have been proposed namely, regular ants and uniform ants. Regular ants use routing tables while searching for the optimal solution, whereas uniform ants, being unbiased, use randomised rules to find their path. Therefore, they explore paths rather than going through the paths, which are directed by the routing tables. Moreover, uniform ants, can find multiple paths as they explore the network whereas regular ants are only capable of finding a single path. This makes regular ants more complex compared to the uniform ants as they find their way around. The most remarkable characteristic of the approach in [Subramanian et al, 97] is that, ants are piggybacked on the data packets, thus utilising the network much more efficiently. However, this algorithm is based on the assumption that the traffic on the path followed by the forward ant is same as the traffic on the path followed by the backward ant. However, this is not a valid assumption to make any longer, since today's packet switched networks are no longer symmetrical (i.e. upload and download links have different capacities).

4.5.4 Cooperative Asymmetric Forward routing algorithm

[Heusse et al, 98] also proposed a packet-switching version of the [Schoonderwoerd, 96] routing algorithm, which is named as the cooperative asymmetric forward (CAF) routing algorithm. The idea was also inspired from the link state and distance vector routing algorithms where agents update the routing tables rather than broadcast the messages used in OSPF routing. Two types of agents have been used, forward agents and back propagating agents. Forward agents share the same queues as the data
packets enabling agents to collect realistic information about the network’s performance. On the other hand, propagating agents retrace their route to the source by using high priority queues and update the routing tables in a much quicker way (rather than sharing low priority queues with the ordinary data packets). Once a loop is detected they update their data structures rather than deleting the entries (unlike the approach in [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4] which will be explained in detail later in this chapter).

4.5.5 Smart ants

[Bonabeau et al, 98] extended the [Schoonderwoerd, 96] algorithm by embedding dynamic programming that made agents “smarter” and improved the performance of the algorithm. The algorithm is based on the assumption that a sub-path within the optimal path is also optimal. Although ants update the links associated with the source-destination pair, paths can also be updated on their way to their destination. Routing table entries are updated using the same rules as in the ABC algorithm, except for the absolute age which is replaced with ant’s relative age ($T_i - T_j$). The reinforcement parameter is given as:

$$
\delta r = \frac{a}{T_i - T_j} + b \quad (4.4)
$$

Where, $T_j$ is the ant’s absolute age on visiting the node $f$ and $T_i$ is the ant’s age on visiting the intermediate node $i$. 
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4.5.6 Antnet routing algorithm

[Di Caro & Dorigo, 97] proposed the antnet routing algorithm where ants explore the network and collect information about network status by using routing policies based on the local information at each node. Moreover, while exploring the network, ants updates the routing tables to build a statistical model of the network status. Ants also communicate with each other via these tables. In this algorithm, two types of agents namely, **forward ants (agents)** and **backward ants (agents)** are used to update the routing table entries. In each node there are two kinds of queues, **low priority** and **high priority**. The data packets and the forward agents use low priority queues whereas the backward agents only use the high priority queues.

![Data structures stored in every node](image_url)

**Fig. 4.6: Data structures stored in every node**

Agents communicate through the two data structures stored in every node (see Fig. 4.6) as outlined below:
i. A distance vector routing table \( T_k \) with distance metric defined by the probabilistic entries. For each possible destination \( d \) and neighbour node \( n \) a probability value \( P_{nd} \) is used reflects the goodness of the link (path) given as:

\[
\sum_{n \in N_k} P_{nd} = 1, \ d \in [1, N], \ N_k = \{\text{Neighbours}(k)\}
\]  

(4.5)

ii. An array \( M_k (\mu_d, \sigma_d^2, W_d) \) defines a simple statistical traffic model experienced by the node \( k \) over the network. Where, \( W_d \) is the observation time window used to compute the estimated mean \( \mu_d \) and variance \( \sigma_d^2 \) that gives as:

\[
\mu_d = \mu_d + \eta (o_{k \rightarrow d} - \mu_d) \tag{4.6}
\]

\[
\sigma_d^2 = \sigma_d^2 + \eta ((o_{k \rightarrow d} - \mu_d)^2 - \sigma_d^2) \tag{4.7}
\]

Where, \( o_{k \rightarrow d} \) is the new observed trip time experienced by the agent while travelling from node \( k \) to destination \( d \). Behaviour of the Antnet can be summarised in the following six steps:

1. At regular intervals\(^{12} \) (defined by the user) from every node an agent \( A \) is sent to a randomly selected destination node \( d \).

2. Each agent first defines the possible neighbour nodes (unvisited neighbour nodes) at the current node by using its routing table. Then, the agent chooses the

---

\(^{11} \eta \) is the factor that weights the number of most recent samples that will effect the average and is set to 0.005 [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4].

\(^{12} \) This value is set as 0.3seconds [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4].
next node $n$ within the identified possible (unvisited) nodes by using the probabilistic values and by taking into account the state of the associated queue by using the equation 4.8\textsuperscript{13}.

$$P_{nd}' = \frac{P_{nd} + \alpha l_n}{1 + \alpha |N_k| - 1} \quad (4.8)$$

Where, $l_n$ is the heuristic correction value with respect to the probability values stored in the routing table that gives a quantitative measure associated with the queue waiting time and defined as [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4]:

$$l_n = 1 - \frac{q_n}{\sum_{n' \in V} q_{n'}} \quad (4.9)$$

And $q_n$ is the length of the bits (or number of packets if packet size is fixed) waiting to be sent to the queue of the output port $n$ of the node $k$.

3. If the selected port is full then the agent is stored in the first in first out (FIFO) output buffer of port and waits for its turn. It is assumed that the buffer size is infinitely large.

4. The identifier of every visited node and time elapsed since the agent was despatched from the source is pushed into the stack $S(k)$ carried by the agent.

---

\textsuperscript{13} $\alpha$ is the value that weights the importance of the heuristic function with respect to the probability values stored in the routing table and it is set to 0.3.
5. If an agent is forced to visit previously visited node, hence if a cycle exists, then it deletes all the entries for the nodes associated with the cycle. Moreover, if the cycle length is greater than half of the agent’s age, then the agent is destroyed.

6. When a forward agent reaches the destination it changes its type to a backward agent and returns back to the source node via the same path. On the return journey, agent pops all visited node from its stack and updates the associated routing table entries (probabilities) for all nodes by using the following rules:

- $M_k (\mu_d, \sigma_d^2, W_d)$ is updated with the values stored in the stack memory $S(k)$. The time elapsed to arrive (for the forward ant) at the destination ($o_{k\rightarrow d}$) is used to update the estimated mean $\mu'_d$, variance $\sigma'_d^2$ and the best value over the observation window $W'_d$.

- The routing table $T_k$ is updated by incrementing the probability of choosing neighbour $f$ when destination is $d' P_{fd'}$ and decrementing the other probabilities $P_{nd'}$ as in equations 4.10 and 4.11. In other words, the solution is updated with a positive reinforcement signal as in equation 4.10 on the selected next node and the rest of the solutions (nodes) are updated with a negative reinforcement signal as in equation 4.11.

\[
P_{fd'} = P_{fd'} + r(1 - P_{fd'}) \tag{4.10}
\]
\[
P_{nd'} = P_{nd'} - rP_{nd'}, n \in N_k, n \neq f \tag{4.11}
\]
Observed trip time $T^{14}$ is used to calculate the reinforcement signal $r$ (goodness measure) as the reinforcement signal as in equation 4.12. $T$ is the only feedback that the agents receive from the network that is used to find the optimal solution.

$$
r = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{T}{c\mu}, & c \geq 1 \\
  \frac{T}{c\mu}, & \frac{T}{c\mu} < 1 \\
  1, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

(4.12)

Where, $c$ is the scale factor used to saturate "out-of-scale" values below 1.

In the original antnet algorithm the following values were used for the constant variables [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4]:

$$\eta = 0.005, \alpha = 0.3, c = 2, \varepsilon = 0.25, \ t = 0.5.$$  

Pseudo code for the original Antnet algorithm is given in Fig. 4.7 [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4]. Later the following improvements have been proposed by [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4]:

- Forward ants use high priority queues as backward ants rather than using the low priority queues as in the previous approach
- No information is kept in the ants stack regarding the delays experienced in each node
- Backward ants update the routing table entries based on the estimated ant trip times which is computed using statistical model $L_k$

---

14 Variables used in antnet are not related with the variables used in the other algorithms.
\[ L'_k = \frac{d_l + (q_l + s_a)}{B_l} \]  

(4.13)

Where, \( d_l \) is the link propagation delay, \( q_l \) is the total size of the packets that are waiting in the queue, \( s_a \) is the size of the current packet.

In antnet algorithm time delay from the current node is the only feedback to the agent. The performance of the antnet algorithm depends on the several static parameters that are used. These parameters need tuning using the daemon function explained in section 4.3 to tune the performance of the routing algorithm. However, it is not possible to implement the daemon function in a real network as it requires global knowledge about the network which is not available in distributed systems. Pseudo code for antnet routing algorithm is given in Fig. 4.7 [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4].
While (NOT KILL)

    If (t_interval) is reached // time interval for ant generation
    Then
        Destination_node = random (possible destinations)
        Send forward agent (destination_node, source_node)
    End If

    // it is assumed that received packets are handled by the distributed programming
    // environment and they are not being lost while processing other packets (agents).

    if (forward ant)
    Then
        If NOT (current node = destination node)
        Then
            // Set next hop node from unvisited nodes in the routing table
            // based on the probabilistic entries.
            Next_hop_node = Select_Probability (unvisited nodes, routing
            table);
            Push_stack(next_hop_node, Agent);
            Send_agent (Low_priority_queue, next_hop node);
            // agent is placed to the low priority queue, if it is empty it will be
            sent
        End If
        Else
        Change agent's type to backward agent when it reaches to the
        destination
        Agent type = backward;
        Endif

        If (backward ant)
        Then
            If NOT (current node = destination node) // destination = source node in
            this case
            Then
                Next_hop_node = pop_stack();
            Endif
        End If
        Update(M array);
        Calculate R:
        Update (Routing table);
        Send_agent (High_priority_queue, next_hop node);
        // agent is placed to the high priority queue, if it is empty it will be sent
    Endif
End while;
// Kill is a special msg type that will be used in the simulation which can only be sent by the
Master. When kill is sent it will be placed in front of the high priority queue rather than end of

Fig. 4.7: Antnet routing algorithm’s pseudo code
4.5.7 Explorer, allocator and deallocator ants

[White et al, 98-1] applied ant systems to connection oriented circuit switch networks. In [White et al, 98-1] ants choose their destination based on the probabilistic table and keep a data structure, named tabu list of the nodes visited. This approach prevents cycles and avoids visiting previously visited nodes. In this work, a GA has been used to optimise the constant parameters that have been used in the algorithm. They used three types of ants:

- **Explorer ants**: search for a path from source to destination
- **Allocator ants**: allocate resources from source to destination
- **Deallocator ants**: free allocated resources.

4.5.8 Ant System Genetic Algorithm

Ant colony algorithms are sensitive to the number of parameters used, such as, the number of agents and the sensitivity of the link cost. Moreover, sometimes shorter path becomes unavailable or it takes some time to discover. Therefore, in [White et al, 98 2] a GA was used to optimise the path usage and to avoid solution stacking in local optima. In Fig. 4.8, the pseudo code for ant system genetic algorithm (ASGA) is given [White et al, 98-2].

```plaintext
Initialize Population
For i = 1 to Iterations
    Begin
        For j = 1 to population size
            Begin
                Use_agent_to_solve_problem (j);
            End
        For j = 1 to population size
            Reinforce_path_followed_by_agent (j);
        Generate_agent_parameters (j);
    End
End
```

**Fig. 4.8: Pseudo code for ASGA Algorithm**

4.5.9 Improved Antnet Routing Algorithm

[Baran & Sosa, 00] used intelligent initialisation of probabilistic routing tables with deterministic values. In the initial states of the original approach, software agents are forwarded based on the uniformly distributed probabilities without taking into account the initial state of the network. However in [Baran, 01] routing table entries for the neighbouring nodes are initialised with higher probability values. Although this improves the performance of the algorithm in the initial states, in the long term its effect on performance is negligible. It has been further shown that, when a link or node failure occurs, the probability corresponding to the failing node is distributed equally amongst the others. [Baran, 01]’s approach seems to improve the algorithms response to the failures in a short time period, but over longer period the gain in performance improvement is negligible. [Baran & Sosa, 00] further suggested limiting the number of ants in the system by four times the number of links. The first problem with this scheme is that this criterion can only be available globally and as the network evolves it is obvious that number of links would not stay the same. Moreover, although restricting the number of ants improves the performance of the algorithm and reduces the overhead that may be created by the ants in the network, it reduces the convergence of the algorithm. A simple scheme used in [Tekiner et al, 04-3] to limit the number of ants where number of ants are depend on the number of packets in the system at any given time. In general a large number of ants collecting information about the status of the network mean faster convergence while consuming more system resources. This is the main dilemma in reinforcement learning as has been discussed earlier in this chapter. Lastly, [Baran & Sosa, 00] have used a deterministic approach in choosing the next hop. However, it has been pointed out that this might lead to a possible infinite looping and congestion in the optimal route.
This congestion has also been observed in a similar approach adopted in this thesis.

4.5.10 Limiting number of ants

Although, [Baran & Sosa, 00]'s approach on limiting the number of ants is proved to have a significant impact on the performance of the algorithm. The main drawback is that it uses some constant values for limiting the number of ants that can be different on every network. [Akon et al, 04] proposed a timeout approach to control ant populations in a dynamic manner. Whenever an ant is generated at the source node $s$ to destination $d$, a timeout value $t_1$ is also been set. If the created ant fails to return back to the source node for whatever reason, $t_1$ is used to regenerate a new ant to the destination with the same value. Otherwise, on successful return $t_1$ is updated as $t_2$ based on the reinforcement value $r$ scored and ant is sent back to destination (equation 4.14) [Akon et al, 04]

$$t_2 = T_b x \left( b_1 - \frac{b_2}{1 + e^{-b_3 r}} \right)$$ (4.14)

Where, $b_1$, $b_2$, $b_3$ and $T_b$ are system parameters\textsuperscript{15}.

By using the above formula, the number of ants is kept low when it is not needed. However, this reduces the probability of discovering changes in the network, since there will be a reduced number of ants to collect up-to-date information. In addition, in [Akon et al, 04] backward ants updates the timeout values in the intermediate nodes based on the reinforcement value on its way back to the source node.

\textsuperscript{15} $b_1 = 2.5$, $b_2 = 2$, $b_3 = 100$ and $T_b$ is set to ant creation rate.
4.5.11 Multiple ant colonies

The idea of using multiple ant colonies was first applied to wavelength routing in [Varela & Sinclair, 99]. In this work, more than one ant colony is used to distribute the different wavelengths over the entire network to achieve increased availability for the required wavelength at any given time. In the original antnet, ants are only attracted by the pheromone trails laid by the ants from their own species. In addition to this, in [Varela & Sinclair, 99] ants are repelled by the pheromone laid by other species. Therefore, routing decision implementation is based on more than one routing table. Three variants of the algorithm have been proposed namely: local update, global update/distance and global update/occupancy. In the local update table entries are updated in every hop whereas, in the global updates, table entries are updated at the end of each cycle. Also, two variants of the global update have been used where two different repulsion techniques are employed to distribute the wavelengths based on the distance or the link occupancy.

In [Sim & Sun, 02] the idea of multiple ant colonies has been applied to the antnet routing algorithm in circuit switched networks. In [Sim & Sun, 02] it is assumed that there exists more than one ant colony. Let us say that, there are two ant colonies existing in the network, named as red and blue, where each use different pheromone tables. For example, red ants only update the pheromones laid by the red colonies and so on. By using two colonies, more than one optimal path becomes available for every source destination pair. Therefore, higher load balancing is achieved. Unlike the approach in [Varela & Sinclair, 99], where ant colonies repel each other, in [Sim & Sun, 02] no information on whether ant colonies repel or attract each other is given.

---

16 An ant is said to complete its cycle when it completes it journey from source node to the destination node.
To date the application of multiple ant colony algorithms to the packet-switched networks has not been reported, and consequently there is no performance evaluation.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.9: Multiple Ant Colonies**

In Fig. 4.9 there are two ant colonies red and blue. In Fig. 4.9(i) ants from both colonies do not know where to go initially as there is no pheromone laid from both colonies. They both make unbiased decisions and randomly choose one of available three paths. In Fig. 4.9(ii) the first pair reaches to their destinations and follow the path that they came from to return back to the nest. It can be seen from Fig. 4.9(iii) that some pheromone is laid on most of the paths by both of the colonies but not
equally. Finally, Fig. 4.9(iv) shows the pheromone laid by both of the colonies. It can be clearly seen that there is a good balance in the distribution of pheromones. Therefore, the load balancing of the network is very high. The middle path which is also the shortest path is dominated by the blue colonies hence with very little amount of pheromone laid by the red colonies. The second shortest path, which is the path below the graph, is dominated by the red colonies. Therefore, red colonies avoid the congested middle path and the upper path is equally shared by both colonies in this scenario. One can say that by using multiple colonies, improved load balancing can be achieved and hence improved performance. To date, no application of multiple ant colony optimisation (MACO) is reported in packet switched networks. In Chapter 6, we will apply MACO to packet switched networks and compare the results with existing approaches.

4.5.12 Other Ant-Agent Based Approaches

A number of researches proposed hybrid versions of ACO meta heuristics. Multi Agent Metaheuristics Architectur (MAGMA) is one of these approaches where agents acts in a multi-level architecture, each level corresponding to a different level of abstraction [Roli & Milano, 02]. There are four levels in MAGMA and there are four kinds of specialised agents each of them running a different algorithm. Agents communicate with each other in two ways, horizontally, by communicating with the agents on their level only and vertically by communicating with the other agents on different levels. This communication is very flexible and any kind of algorithm and protocol can be used within MAGMA. Different meta-heuristics as well as ant colonies have been embedded and tested in MAGMA [Roli & Milano, 02]. [Di Fatta et al, 00] applied ant systems to packet based active networks. In this approach they
used a dynamic congestion metric by taking into account delays experienced in the routers in addition to the transmission delays.

[Li et al, 00] used ant systems on circuit switched telecommunication networks. In this approach on detection of a cycle an ant dies rather than removing the cycle from its stack. [Guoying et al, 00] applied AS to real time multicast routing networks. [Michalareas & Sacks, 01] used deterministic rules for the data packets and probabilistic rules for the ants travelling in the network as in the antnet routing. [Matsou & Mori, 01] used accelerated ants to improve the convergence speed to improve network performance. Ants are accelerated by allowing every ant to update more than one entry at a time in the routing table, based on the routing history unlike antnet, where an ant could update only one entry. [Chu et al, 02] applied ant systems to the multicast routing problem to meet quality of service (QoS) requirements. In [Gunes et al, 02] ant systems are applied to multihop wireless networks to reduce the overhead for routing. [Kassabalidis et al, 01] reviewed and implemented the antnet routing algorithm in their limited work. [Botee & Bonabeau, 99] used traditional GA's to tune the constant parameters used in the antcolony optimisation applied to the TSP problem. [Liang et al, 02] applied ant systems together with GA to packet routing networks. [Liang and Zincir-Heywood, 02] investigated the performance of the antnet routing algorithm and simulated it on an event driven C++ simulator.

4.6 Agent Distance Vector Routing

Agent distance vector routing (ADVR) [Amin et al, 01] is another algorithm that has been inspired by the ants. ADVR is a hybrid routing algorithm that uses distance vector routing together with agents. In ADVR, the aim is to use network resources
efficiently. Therefore a hybrid approach has been employed to agent migration; depth-first-search method is used together with the ant system. In depth-first-search [Amin et al, 04] agents exchange their migration history with the other agents that are visiting the same node. This is to ensure efficient utilisation of the network resources by avoiding the transfer of the same information among the same nodes. However, the main drawback of this method is that, after some period an agent starts making the same decision that results in clusters of agents doing the same thing. Also, in [Amin et al, 01] it was argued that increasing agent populations increases utilisation of network resources, although more agents mean higher parallelism. In order to find the optimal number of agents (best agent population) [Amin & Mikler, 02-2,04] proposed a dynamic agent population solution. In this approach, an agent that has not updated a table entry for a long time is allowed to die, whereas a busy agent is allowed to clone itself on the auxiliary agents.

4.7 Q-Learning

Q-learning is a model free algorithm that learns from the delayed reinforcements and it is one of the easiest approaches to implement in reinforcement learning, thus one of the most popular [Sutton & Barto, 98]. Q-learning is applied to the routing problem in the Q-routing algorithm, where routing table in the distance vector algorithm [Sutton & Barto, 98] is replaced by the table of estimations (Q values) based on the link delay. In Q-routing the same routing policies are used as in the distance vector routing algorithm. The Q-function is used to update routing table entries in Q-routing [Boyan & Littman, 94]. However, it has been suggested that neural networks can be used for approximating the Q-function by incorporating diverse parameters of the network such as time delays and queue lengths [Boyan & Littman, 94].
4.7.1 Q-routing

In Q-routing, when \( x \) sends a packet to the node \( d \) via its neighbour \( y \), it receives \( y \)'s estimated remaining trip times to the destination \( d \). Then it selects the neighbour with the smallest time (equation 4.15). Q-routing uses forward exploration to update the Q values in the routing table (named as Q-table) that represents the delivery time estimation to the given destination (equation 4.16) [Boyan & Littman, 94].

\[
Q_y(z',d) = \min_{z \in N(y)} Q_y(z,d)
\]  \hspace{2cm} (4.15)

\[
\Delta Q_x(y,d) = \eta_f (Q_y(z',d) + q_y - Q_x(y,d))
\]  \hspace{2cm} (4.16)

Where, \( \Delta Q_x(y,d) \) is the new estimation value for node \( x \) to destination \( d \) via the neighbour node \( y \) (Fig. 4.10). This new estimation is calculated by subtracting the old estimation value \( Q_x(y,d) \) from the sum of the estimation time for packets travelling from node \( y \) to destination \( d \) via neighbour \( z \) (\( Q_x(z,d) \)) and current queue delay for the packet in node \( x \) (\( q_x \)). \( \eta_f \)\(^{17} \) is the learning rate parameter defined by the programmer [Tekiner et al, 04-4]. In Fig. 4.10, \( x \) updates its \( Q_x(y,d) \) value pertaining to the remaining path of packet \( p \) via node \( y \).

![Data Packet Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.10: Forward exploration**

\(^{17}\) \( \eta_f \) is set to 0.7 in original Q-routing algorithm [Boyan & Littman, 94].
4.7.2 Dual reinforcement Q-routing

Backward exploration together with forward exploration is applied in dual reinforcement Q-routing (DRQR) algorithm in order to improve the learning rate of the Q-routing algorithm [Kumar & Miikkulainen, 97]. In DRQR, exact delay values learnt from the backward learning have also been used in the routing tables in addition to the estimation values learnt from forward learning in Q-routing. This has doubled the learning information available in the algorithm thus improved the learning rate of the algorithm [Kumar & Miikkulainen, 97].

In DRQR algorithm, when $x$ sends a packet to node $y$ to get its estimated remaining trip times, $y$ also gets $x$’s estimated trip times for its link with $s$. In Fig. 4.11, a packet at node $x$ arriving from source node $s$ is sent to node $y$, also carries the estimated time that it takes from node $x$ to $s$, $Q_x(z,s)$ (equation 4.17). With this information node $y$ updates its own estimate $Q_y(x,s)$ for the entry node $x$ associated with the destination $s$ (equation 4.18). Therefore, in DRQR both backward and forward exploration can be used to update the Q entries. However, this adds an overhead to the packet and to the algorithm.

\[
Q_x(z',s) = \min_{z \in N(y)} Q_y(z,s) \tag{4.17}
\]

\[
\Delta Q_y(y,s) = \eta_b (Q_x(z',s) + q_y - Q_y(x,s)) \tag{4.18}
\]

In Fig. 4.11, during the forward exploration, the node sending the data packet (node $x$) updates its $Q_x(y, d)$ value pertaining to the remaining path of packet $p$ via node $y$. However, during backward exploration, the receiving node $y$ updates its $Q_y(x,s)$ value
pertaining to the traversed path of packet $p$ via node $x$. The main drawback of both the Q-routing and the DRQR approaches is that, although they are capable of detecting node and link failures, they are incapable of restoring them.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.11: Forward and backward exploration.**

### 4.7.3 Confidence based dual reinforcement Q-routing

In confidence based dual reinforcement learning (CDRQR) a “confidence” parameter is used to control the reliability of the enforced signal [Kumar & Miikkulaine, 02]. When a Q-routing entry is not updated for a long time it does not give a true estimate of the associated link. Thus, one can say that it is not reliable. In order to avoid this, a dynamic learning parameter is used in CDRQR. In addition to the Q-table used in the original Q-routing algorithm a C-table ($C_x(d, y)$) is also used. $C_x(d, y)$ defines the confidence parameter, a number between 0 and 1, for the path from node $x$ to node $d$ via neighbour node $y$. A value of 1 means the Q-table entry represents the current state of the network that has just been updated. On the other hand, value 0 means that the corresponding link has never been used before and updated.

In CDRQR, a node is provided with the estimate for the remaining trip time and the associated confidence value, and uses them to define the learning parameter. In other words, the learning parameter used in CDRQR is dynamic and changes based on the
confidence parameters. The Q-estimate is calculated in CDRQR as [Kumar & Miikkulaine, 02]:

$$\Delta Q_i(y, d) = \eta_f (C_{old}, C_{est}) (Q_y(z', d) + q_y - Q_i(y, d))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)

The learning rate function $\eta_f (C_{old}, C_{est})$ is defined as:

$$\eta_f (C_{old}, C_{est}) = \max \left(C_{est}, 1 - C_{old}\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

According to [Kumar & Miikkulaine, 02] learning rate should be **high** if the confidence in the old Q value is **low** and/or the confidence in the estimated Q value is **high**.

In order to provide more reliable estimates, the confidence values are given by:

$$C_{\text{upd}} = \begin{cases} a: & \lambda C_{old} \\ b: & C_{old} + \eta_f (C_{old}, C_{est}) \left(C_{est} - C_{old}\right) \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

If the Q values associated with the links have not been updated within the last time step, every C value decays with some $\lambda$ as in equation 4.21(a). Otherwise, if the Q value is updated in the last time step, the associated C values are updated as in equation 4.21(b).

### 4.7.4 Predictive Q-routing

Predictive Q-routing (PQR) is a memory-based Q-learning algorithm to improve the performance of the Q-routing under low loads [Choi & Yeung, 96]. PQR uses the memory to keep the best experiences learned and reuses to predict the traffic model of
the network. PQR, therefore, distributes the network load evenly to achieve better performance in terms of delivery times. In PQR in addition to Q-tables (equation 4.15) three more tables are kept in the nodes. The B-table, \( B_x(d,y) \), represents the best estimated delivery time from node \( x \) to node \( d \) via neighbour node \( y \). When a path is congested the algorithm diverts the traffic through other nodes. Then, eventually this path becomes available again. The R-table, \( R_x(d,y) \), is used to keep the recovery rate of this and represents the path from node \( x \) to node \( d \) via neighbour node \( y \). The U-table, \( U_x(d,y) \), keeps track of the last update time from node \( x \) to node \( d \) via neighbour node \( y \). In Fig. 4.12 the pseudo code for PQR is given [Choi & Yeung, 96].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Updates (when a packet arrives to a node)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta Q_x(y,d) = \eta (Q_x(z',d) + q_z - Q_x(y,d)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_x(y,d) = \min(B_x(y,d),Q_x(y,d)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(( \Delta Q_x(y,d) &lt; 0 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta R_x(y,d) = \Delta Q_x(y,d)/(current_time - U_x(y,d)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_x(y,d) = R_x(y,d) + \beta \Delta R_x(y,d) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else if(( \Delta Q_x(y,d) &gt; 0 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_x(y,d) = \gamma R_x(y,d) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_x(y,d) = current_time )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing Policy (to send a packet from node ( x ) to ( y ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta t = current_time - U_x(y,d) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_x(y,d) = \max((Q_x(y,d) + \Delta R_x(y,d))B_x(y,d)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = \arg\min_y {Q_x(y,d)} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.12: Pseudo code for PQR**

In PQR there are three learning parameters used.

1. \( \eta \) is the original Q-function learning parameter that is used in Q-routing and it is set to 1.

2. \( \beta \) is the learning parameter for the recovery rate and is set to 0.7.
3. $\gamma$ is used to control the decay in the recovery rate where this value is usually greater than $\beta$ and set to 0.9.

### 4.8 Conclusions

This chapter presented an introduction to reinforcement learning and ant colony optimisation, followed by a detailed review of antnet routing algorithm and its evolution. Finally, a review of the well known Q-routing algorithm and its derivatives has been given.

Ants uses probabilistic routing tables whereas in link state and distance vector routing table entries are deterministic. Also, ants use less resources on the nodes compared to these algorithms. Moreover, ants are dynamic and self-organising systems whereas distance vector and link state algorithms require human supervision. Q-routing does not guarantee finding the shortest path always. Moreover, it can only find a single path, but cannot explore multiple paths. In Q-routing, routing is proportional to the data traffic. Therefore network emerges lower in low data traffic hence routing algorithm works slower. This is not a desired property as a routing algorithm should perform the same under all traffic conditions. Dual reinforcement routing uses forward learning together with backward learning with a considerably small overhead. CDRQR algorithm uses confidence parameter to make the Q-routing algorithm more reliable. On the other hand, PQR algorithm uses memory to improve the load balance of the network, thus the performance of the network. Implementation and the modifications proposed for the antnet routing algorithm will be given in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER V - IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF LOGICAL NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter is a study of a variety of network performance issues, design, implementation and evaluation for various synchronous logical network topologies and their routing algorithms. Particularly, routing algorithms for these networks will be simulated and tested as in a fully connected network. In order to test the algorithms, a generic implementation framework has been developed for synchronous logical network topologies. For simulations, all nodes create a packet with a random destination based on the defined system load, and place it on one of its output ports. All nodes execute the same algorithm and make routing decision in order to forward packets to the related output port. The algorithm runs for specified number of loops (iterations) and stops execution after reaching specified numbers of iterations.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: In section 5.2 the testing criteria and the transmission/reflection ratio (TRR) are defined. This is followed by the node model incorporated in a particular network topology. A design and routing algorithm framework based on TOAD are covered in section 5.4. Implementation of the network and routing algorithms are presented in section 5.5. The test environment is described in section 5.6. Finally, an evaluation of Shufflenet, Gemnet and De Bruijn graphs is given in section 5.7.
5.2 Testing Criteria

The following test criteria have been selected to evaluate the performance of the routing algorithms for different network sizes under different system loads:

1. **Average number of hops**
2. **Contention percentage**
3. **Node idleness percentage**
4. **Transmission-reflection-ratio**

TRR is used to evaluate the proposed priority rule (see section 5.3) based on the routing algorithms that can make use of the available multiple paths. Also, each network will be compared with deflection routing (no-buffer) and store-and-forward routing (with one-level buffer) configurations. It has been shown that there is no performance gain in the system when employing multi-level buffering [Maxemchuck, 93]. Tests carried out with more than one level of buffer have also proven this point. This is because, when the buffer size is increased there are more packets at the system at any given time, thus more congestion. Based on the deflection and store-and-forward routing strategies, two types of nodes are used in the tests, with/without buffering (one level). Furthermore, a multilevel buffer requires buffer management algorithms [Hunter et al, 98], which are beyond the scope of this thesis. In this work the following are assumed: (i) one level of buffer is either full or empty, (ii) in the event of congestion a packet is stored in the buffer if it is not full, and (iii) a packet stored in the buffer is released within the next iteration as it has priority over the packet in the node’s inputs.
Algorithms will be evaluated for their routing capabilities and adaptability for optical networks in particular all OTDM. Simulations will be carried out for a varying number of nodes and different loads (theoretically this system should work for up to infinite number of nodes based on the network configuration). As the number of nodes increases, the number of packets wanting to reach their destinations will also increase, then resulting in packet congestion. In order to verify this, the number of packets, the number of congestions, the percentage nodes idleness for all iteration and the TRR (see section 5.3) will be compared for a varying number of nodes (i.e. 24, 32, 64, 128, 256, 384, 512 and 1024 nodes). In addition, the impact of the request load on the performance of the algorithms will also be investigated, as different algorithms have different behaviours on different load levels. Parameters that will changed during simulation are the number of nodes, the number of messages created per test, the total number of hops, the total number of times a node was idle, the total number of times an output port is used (transmission and reflection) and the total number of congestion.

(i) The performance analysis and best/average/worst case comparison of the algorithms is determined according to the following:

Average number of hops per packet $N_{h-p}$ from source to destination is defined as

$$N_{h-p} = \frac{N_T}{N_H} \quad (5.1)$$

Where $N_T$ and $N_H$ are the total number of packets and hops, respectively.

(ii) Percentage of the idle of nodes in the network $q$ is given as:
\[ q = \frac{N_q}{N \times I} \times 100 \quad \% \quad (5.2) \]

Where \( N \) and \( I \) are the Shufflenet size and the total number of iterations, respectively. \( q \) is an important factor with regards to utilization of the network and \( N_q \) is the total number of idle nodes.

(iii) Contention occurs when two or more packets are destined for the same output port. Congested packets are either buffered or deflected to the next available port. The contention ratio \( c' \) which measures this is defined as:

\[ c' = \frac{N_c}{N_f} \quad (5.3) \]

Where \( N_c \) is total number of contentions that occurred. This is an important parameter as the number of contentions occurring within the system has direct effect on the number of hops taken by a packet, which is the main performance measure.

### 5.3 Transmission/Reflection Ratio

Fig. 5.1 shows a logical node structure of a TOAD based 2 \( \times \) 2 routers that will be used as the node model in the simulations [Gao, 03]. As shown in Fig. 5.1 packets can be inserted (added) or dropped at the node on request and of course on availability of output port. Previous studies have shown that in TOAD based routers the crosstalks observed at the output ports are not the same. Crosstalk observed at the reflection port is slightly higher compared to the transmission port [Gao, 03].
Therefore, the implication of asymmetrical crosstalk at the output port in a network environment would be to select routes, which avoid the reflection output ports as much as possible in order to minimise the overall crosstalk observed by a packet when reaching its destination. TRR is defined as:

\[
TRR = \frac{N_{TR}}{N_R}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

Where \(N_{TR}\) and \(N_R\) are the total number of transmissions and reflections, respectively. TRR for each packet should be maximised in order to ensure that packet reaches the destination with the least amount of crosstalk. In the best-case scenario, only the path utilising transmission ports is used. In the worst-case scenario TRR is equal to zero since a path that goes through all the reflection ports has been selected.

As discussed previously, each node is a 2 x 2 TOAD router with two output ports, with the reflection port (Output-B) having higher crosstalk than the transmission port (Output-A). In deflection routing if two packets are destined to the same output port, then one of them is deflected. Whereas, in store-and-forward routing if one-level of buffering is full, then the packet is deflected to the available port. As shown in Fig.
5.2, packet taking the worst path (all reflection ports) will experience increased
crosstalk than those taking the best path. The best-case scenario is to select a path that
links all the transmission ports until the packet reaches its destination. To achieve this,
a priority scheme has been introduced, where packets going through the transmission
port have higher priority over the reflection port. A packet received by a node can be
routed arbitrarily to one of the two output ports without affecting the path length to
the packet destination. However, when the packet is TYPE-M (see Chapter 2), nodes
attempt to avoid the reflection port and instead use the transmission port. In doing so,
packet TRR is increased. In Shufflenet, TRR also reflects the output port utilisation.
However, introducing the priority scheme decreases the output port utilisation
dramatically, thus resulting in increased network congestion [Hluchyj & Karol, 88].

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 5.2:** Shufflenet showing possible worst and best paths using prioritised
routing
5.4 Design

In developing all the algorithms that have been reviewed in the literature and the proposed algorithms in this thesis a number of assumptions and conditions for the interconnection networks have been made, which are as follow:

- All nodes in the system have a unique address
- All nodes within the system are fully connected
- Packets are processed synchronously by delaying them at the input ports so that they arrive at the node at the same time
- Packets are delayed while the node is processing the header containing the destination information
- Each node is identically the same (i.e. processing power, architecture, routing algorithm...)
- Packet size is fixed throughout the simulations
- There is no packet loss due to the congestion as packets are deflected when there is no buffer available
- There is no packet loss due to the loss in the transmission (it is assumed that packet restoration algorithm runs in the node)
- The packet in the buffer has priority over the packets in the input ports
- The existing packet in the system has priority over the new packet that is about to inserted to the system. It is assumed that there is a buffering and control mechanism for the new packets.
5.4.1 Packet format

The packet format is assumed to be fixed, composed of a header and payload as shown in Fig. 5.3. The header carries the information required for the packet routing algorithm. It is composed of the packet age (number of hops experienced by packet), a unique packet identifier and the packet destination address. It is assumed that the packet is delayed while the header is being processed at each node. Although it is assumed that there is sufficient time for header processing, packet header content should be kept to a reasonable size in order to ensure faster processing, thus increased throughput. In practical systems, if a packet cannot be processed within the given time (in the dedicated time slot) then it is regarded as a lost packet, since there is no mechanism to store partial routing information. The packet payload carrying the data has no effect on the routing decision.

![Packet format diagram](image)

Fig. 5.3: Packet format

5.4.2 Network routing algorithm framework

A framework for the routing algorithm implementation and the simulation is given in Fig. 5.4. This Meta model is based on the information gathered from the review of the networks and the routing algorithm properties and will be used as the base model for implementing the routing algorithm of the selected networks. The design and implementation process are broken down into 8 main steps with each step representing and identifying certain aspects of the simulation as outline below:
**STEP 1- Initialization:** This step is the start-up process of the algorithms. Each node clears its output ports, buffers and all the variables.

**STEP 2- Check if packet has reached its destination:** Node checks the destination address of the packet to see whether the packet reached to its destination or not. A packet is dropped (deleted and counter incremented) if the current node is its destination.

**STEP 3- Find the node connections:** Every network has a different connectivity pattern. Based on the connectivity pattern, a node defines its actual connections, which are mapped to the node's output ports.

**STEP 4- Routing algorithm:** The node that makes the routing decision (i.e. assigning the output port) uses all the information contained within the header. This is the "heart" of the simulation, where different strategies and rules have been used to handle the packets that directly affect the performance of the algorithm.

**STEP 5- Copy packets from input to output port:** Based on the information and decision taken in STEP 4, the packet is copied from the input port to the selected output port. In the case of contention (if there are more than one packets that are forwarded to the same port), only one packet is granted access to its preferred output port whereas the rest of the packets are deflected or buffered.
**STEP 6- Create new packet:** Node creates a new packet and places it on one of its output ports (if empty). Packets are created based on the probability of packet creation rate. This probability is also used to define the system load.

**STEP 7- Copy packets from output to the next node’s input port:** Node copies the packet at its output port to the next node’s input port based on the node connections defined in STEP 2.

**STEP 8- Display current network status:** Each node is displayed in the logical network structure with packets in their input ports. This is used to track packets, hence, it can be used to verify the correctness of the algorithm.
Fig. 5.4: Interconnection network routing algorithm framework
STEP5 and STEP7 could be combined into one step by copying packets from the input port of one node to the input port of the next node. However, in order to guarantee mutual exclusion packets must first be copied to the node output port. After all nodes process the packets in their input ports, packets can then be copied to the next nodes. Otherwise, the packet that is copied to the input port overwrites the existing packet that has not been processed.

5.5 Implementation

This section will describe the implementation details of the simulation according to the system design highlighted in the previous sections. The program structure will be presented. Implementation of the networks and algorithms are based on the eight steps defined by the design model as in the previous section except for the first four steps given as follow:

**STEP 1- Initialisation:** Each node initialises (clears) the variables and converts the source addresses (source address is node itself) into a binary format.

**STEP 2- To check if a packet has reached its destination:** If packet has reached its destination then node deletes the packet in its input port and increments its sent_out counter.

**STEP 3- To finds the node connections:** Once the initialization step is finished the packets at input ports are checked to see if they have reached their destination. The node then checks to see if there is a packet in its input port. On detecting a packet, the
node then converts the packet’s destination address into binary. Finally, node finds the node connection based on the interconnection pattern of the network.

**STEP4 - Routing algorithm:** Following STEP 3, node applies the routing algorithm in order to find packet type and packets output port preference. Since routing decision is specified in a distributed manner, then every node re-routes the packet at every hop.

The implementation of proposed topologies is best illustrated in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Networks are implemented with/without buffers based on two different contention resolution schemes. For the store-and-forward routing implementation only Fig. 5.5 applies. Thus, making the deflection routing configuration implementation much simpler and less complex. There are four different scenarios that might occur if there is no packet in the buffer or if buffer does not exist; not valid inputs A and B, valid input A valid and not valid input B, not valid input A valid input B, and valid input A and B. Note, valid input means there is a packet in the input port.

In the first scenario where there are no packets in the input ports, the node checks $\text{randomvar}$ which defines the packet creation rate and if it is true then it creates a new packet and places it randomly to one of the output ports. Otherwise, it continues with the next step. In the second and third steps, if there is only one packet then node places it to the preferred output port (after executing the routing algorithm) and checks $\text{randomvar}$ to create a new packet and places it to the empty output port.
Fig. 5.5: Implementation flowchart
In the last step, there are two possibilities, either contention occurs or packets are forwarded without contention. For the case of contention one of the packets is placed in the buffer and other is passed to the preferred output port. However, if there is no buffer in the system, one of the packets is forwarded to the preferred output and the other is deflected to the other output port. In routing algorithm fairness is satisfied as follows;

- If both packets prefer to go to the output A then packet in the input B is deflected or buffered and,
- If both packets prefer output B then packet in the input A is deflected or buffered.

With the store-and-forward routing, in some cases, there might be three packets at a node that prefer to go to the same output port (packet in buffer, inputs A and B). In this case it is assumed that a packet in the buffer has priority over packets at the input ports. Therefore there are four different cases, as in the deflection routing configuration, which are: Case 1; node checks the existence of a packet in the buffer, and on detecting one it forwards it to the preferred output port and places a new packet on the other port. Otherwise, node creates and places a new packet in any of the output ports depending on the randomvar’s state. Cases 2 and 3; if contention occurs, packet in the buffer is forwarded to the output port and the packet in the input port is forwarded to the buffer. Otherwise, both packets are forwarded to the preferred output ports.
Fig. 5.6: Implementation flowchart with buffer
Case 4; since there are three packets in the system, regardless of the preferences of packets, one of them, in the inputs, is forwarded to the buffer. In the worst-case scenario, three of the packets are forwarded to the same output port and three of them are single path packets. In this case, only packet within the buffer is forwarded to the preferred output port and other two are deflected or buffered. Fairness is assured on forwarding the inputs packet randomly as in the deflection routing case.

**STEP 5 – Copy packets from the input ports to the output ports:** This step takes place within the STEP 4 whilst allocating the output ports to the packets. STEPs 5 and 7 are done in two different steps in order to use the resources in a mutually exclusive manner.

**STEP 6 – Create new packet:** If there is an unallocated output port, a new packet is created and placed at it based on the traffic model (see STEP 4).

**STEP 7 – Copy packets from the output port to next node's input port:** After processing all packets in the output ports, they are forwarded to the next nodes input ports according to the interconnectivity pattern.

**STEP 8 – Display current network status:** After each iteration, current network status is displayed in order to trace and find whether a packet loss has occurred or whether packets are routed correctly.
5.6 Test Environment and Experiment Model

The experiments are implemented and compiled with Ansi C compiler. Table 5.1 shows the test environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor Type</th>
<th>Intel Pentium 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor speed</td>
<td>1.7 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram type</td>
<td>133 MHz SDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram size</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor and version</td>
<td>Microsoft, Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>Borland C++ 5.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiments, each active node generates random packets at its output port destined (if there is one available) to random destinations as in the model defined in section 5.2. All nodes execute the same code and stop execution after a specified number of iterations is reached. Experiments have been conducted for varying number of loads (packet creation probabilities, 0.033, 0.066, 0.100, 0.125, 0.166, 0.200, 0.250, 0.333, 0.5, 1), from 8 to 1024 nodes (the number of nodes for each network varies depending on the network properties, see chapter 3). On completion, the results for the number of nodes, number of messages created per test, total number of hops, total number of times that node stayed idle, total number of times that each output port is used (transmission and reflection) and the total number of congestion occurred) are calculated and displayed.
5.7 Tests and Network Comparisons

5.7.1 Introduction

In this section test results together with a discussion will be given. Selected networks have been tested with varying number of nodes and different load levels for store-and-forward routing and deflection routing.

5.7.2 Test 1 - Average number of hops

The average number of hops against the system load for different network sizes and different schemes are shown in Fig.s 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.

![Graph showing average number of hops versus system load for different network sizes](image)

**Fig. 5.7:** Average number of hops versus system load for Shufflenet employing deflection routing

As can be seen from the figs the number of hops increases very little with the system load for small size networks (24N and 64N), whereas for large size network the increase is linear for the Shufflenet, and Gemnet, and exponential for the De Bruijin Graph. This shows that for a large size networks, both Shufflenet and Gemnet are scalable and can cope with increasing traffic when there is no buffer. However, De Bruijn graph could not cope with increased traffic when no buffer is used. Moreover,
a De Bruijn graph with more than 256 nodes could not cope with congestion and therefore is unable to deliver packets to their destinations (see Fig. 5.14 for percentage of contentions occurred per packet). This is because the De Bruijn graph is not designed for deflection routing. Hence, more number of hops is needed for the De Bruijn graph.

![Graph showing average number of hops versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing deflection routing](image)

**Fig. 5.8: Average number of hops versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing deflection routing**

We compare all three networks for network size of 64, since this is a common number of nodes for all of the networks. The same interconnection pattern is used for all three cases with the only difference in the routing algorithms used. Gemnet and Shufflenet show the same performance although they use different strategies, whereas the De Bruijn graph performs worse than the other two networks especially for larger network sizes. It can be concluded that the routing algorithm’s performance depends on the network properties and configuration.
When a buffer is employed in the nodes, the performance of the networks and their routing algorithms increase dramatically, see Figs. 5.7 - 5.12. Moreover, this increase is much higher in the De Bruijn graph compared to the other two. Therefore, it can be concluded that the De Bruijn graph utilises the buffer more efficiently compared to
the other two. On the other hand with small network sizes the De Bruijn graph performs better than the others.

**Fig. 5.11:** Average number of hops versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing store-and-forward routing

**Fig. 5.12:** Average number of hops versus system load for Gemnet employing store-and-forward routing

When Figs 5.7-5.12 are compared, the De Bruijn graph gives the same performance (slightly better) as the other two networks under low system loads (load < 0.200). However, at high loads (>0.25) the number of hops required for the De Bruijn graph
is higher (e.g. around 30-40% at system load 1 with the biggest network size) compared with the other two. This is expected at high loads, since the possibility of having three packets in a node at any given time is high where one of the packets needs to be deflected.

Comparing deflection routing tests with the store-and-forward routing tests show that there is an improvement in performance in the latter case, see Table 5.2. However, this improvement is gained at the cost of system complexity.

Table 5.2: Average number of hops comparison for three networks and for network size of 64

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network type</th>
<th>With buffer</th>
<th>Without buffer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Bruijn</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemnet</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7.3 Test 2 - Contention

Figs 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show the contention ratio versus the system load for deflection routing for different network size. The poor performance reported by the Debruijn Graph in the previous test can be explained by looking at the Fig. 5.14. Shufflenet and Gemnet have similar characteristics with lower contention ration compared with the De Bruijn graph. This is because these networks can act as a ‘buffer’ when there is a need for buffering. In the De Bruijn graph contention ratio increases exponentially especially for larger network sizes.
Fig. 5.13: Contention ratio versus system load for Shufflenet employing deflection routing

Fig. 5.14: Contention ratio versus system load for Gemnet employing deflection routing

Figs. 5.16 and 5.17 show that for the Shufflenet and Gemnet contention percentage increases when store-and-forward routing is employed. In addition, Figs. 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 show that the number of packets that contention occurred has increased for all networks when the number of nodes and the system load is increased.
In the De Bruijn Graph, more packets experienced contention compared to the other two. Comparing results for the store-and-forward routing with the deflection routing shows that only for the De Bruijn graph the contention ratio has been reduced. This is because, in the ShuffleNet and GemNet when two packets are at the input ports destined to the same output port and when there is a packet already in the buffer that is also wanting to go to the same port regardless of the type of the packet (Multiple or Single), the packet in the buffer is forwarded to the output port.
Table 5.3 shows that packets on average experienced 60% less contention in the De Bruijn graph when store-and-forward routing is employed compared to other two networks. Therefore, one can say that, the average number of hops has a considerable impact on the contention percentage. As shown in Table 5.2 the average number of hops is almost 80% lower when store-and-forward routing employed in the De Bruijn graph compared with the deflection routing.
Table 5.3: Contention ratio comparison for three networks and for network size of 64

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network type</th>
<th>With buffer</th>
<th>Without buffer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
<td>35.88</td>
<td>34.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Bruijn</td>
<td>73.62</td>
<td>136.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemnet</td>
<td>35.82</td>
<td>35.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7.4 Test 3 – Node idleness percentage

As described earlier, node idleness ratio represents the proportion of the network nodes that are idle in each iteration. Figs 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 show system load versus node idle ratio for deflection routing. As the network load increases, the number of nodes that have not done any processing decreases, as there are more packets generated by nodes. However, it can be seen from the Figs that the number of nodes that are idle decreases. This is due to having more nodes, thus, more paths. Consequently, a smaller number of nodes is occupied at any given time.

![Graph showing node idle ratio versus system load for Shufflenet employing deflection routing](image)

Fig. 5.19: Node idle ratio versus system load for Shufflenet employing deflection routing
Fig. 5.20: Node idle ratio versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing deflection routing

In the De Bruijn graph, fewer nodes were idle during the simulations compared to the other two as its ability to discover new and alternative paths is limited. Hence, more hops are required for a packet to reach to its destination. Therefore, more system resources are used.

Fig. 5.21: Node idle ratio versus system load for Gemnet employing deflection routing

In the store-and-forward routing the difference between the De Bruijn graph and other two networks are much smaller. One can say that, the De Bruijn graph uses network resources more efficiently than other two networks by looking at the test results. However, having a smaller number of nodes remaining idle does not necessarily mean
that the De Bruijn graphs resource utilisation is better than the others. In fact, it is the opposite as in the De Bruijn graph, packets experience more hops to reach their destinations, thus resulting in increased crosstalk and power penalty.

![Graph showing node idle ratio versus system load for Shufflenet employing store-and-forward routing](image1)

**Fig. 5.22:** Node idle ratio versus system load for Shufflenet employing store-and-forward routing

Figs 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 show the results for the store-and-forward routing. As in the deflection routing tests node idleness ratio increases with the number of nodes. However, in this case the performance of all the networks for varying network sizes is closer. This is due to the fact that algorithms can handle more packets when buffer is available.

![Graph showing node idle ratio versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing store-and-forward routing](image2)

**Fig. 5.23:** Node idle ratio versus system load for De Bruijn Graph employing store-and-forward routing
Table 5.4 shows that, in all networks when deflection routing is employed there are less number of idle nodes available when compared to the store-and-forward routing. This was an expected result, as a node with buffer can accommodate three packets at any given time, whereas a node without buffer can accommodate only two.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network type</th>
<th>Node Idleness Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
<td>48.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Bruijn</td>
<td>43.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemnet</td>
<td>48.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7.5 Test 4 – TRR

Fig.s 5.25 and 5.26 show the TRR versus the system load for different Shufflenet and Gemnet configurations employing deflection routing algorithm. During the tests for the De Bruijn graph, no gain in TRR was observed. This was an expected result as there are no multiple paths exist. Therefore, no TRR results are presented for the De Bruijn graph.
Fig. 5.25: TRR versus system load for Shufflenet employing deflection routing

For all cases, TRR drops as the system load increases. This is because of reduced number of multiple paths at high system load. Moreover, as the system load increases the possibility of two packets arriving simultaneously at a node increases. Thus, both output ports of the router are used. As expected at low load (< ~0.17), larger configurations show higher TRR. Whereas, at high load (> ~0.17) the TRR is higher for smaller Shufflenet configurations. This is because, for larger Shufflenet configurations there are more packets in the system, and therefore the possibility of finding non-congested paths decreases.

Fig. 5.26: TRR versus system load for Gemnet employing deflection routing
Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 show TRR versus the system load when employing store-and-forward routing. As expected, the TRR profile is almost same as in Fig. 5.25 and 5.26, since TRR does not dependent on buffering. Note that the deflection routing gives slightly improved performance. This is because the average number of hops taken per packet is 25% higher than store-and-forward routing [Maxemchuck, 89]. Indeed, TRR is directly proportional to the number of multiple paths that exist. Therefore, one can state that having a buffer has no effect on the number of multiple paths.

![Graph showing TRR versus system load for ShuffleNet employing store-and-forward routing.](image)

**Fig. 5.27: TRR versus system load for ShuffleNet employing store-and-forward routing**

As in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28, the decrease in the TRR as the load increases is due to an increased number of packets within the network, thus increasing the occurrence of deflection. Packets not being deflected also decrease the possibility of multiple hops. When a packet is deflected, it is at least $k$ hops away from its destination, which makes it TYPE-M packet.
Table 5.5 shows that Shufflenet performs slightly better than Gemnet in deflection routing. However, in the store-and-forward routing Gemnet performed slightly better in high loads although the behaviour of both networks was not as stable as deflection routing tests. Moreover, it can be concluded from the Fig.s that both of the networks performed reasonably well in deflection routing as TRR results are slightly higher than the store-and-forward routing. However, the difference is very small and it can be concluded that buffering does not have much effect on TRR. The De Bruijn graph has not been included in these tests as TRR is always 1 due to the lack of multi paths. Therefore, one can say that, the De Bruijn graph performed worst in TRR tests.

Table 5.5 also shows that, when prioritised routing is employed in De Bruijn graph it has no effect on the TRR performance. In fact, there are no TYPE-M packets exist in De Bruijn graph which the prioritised algorithm is based on. Also, deflection routing performed slightly better than the store-and-forward routing in the Shufflenet and Gemnet, Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: TRR comparison for three networks and for network size of 64

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network type</th>
<th>With buffer</th>
<th>Without buffer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Bruijn</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemnet</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8 Comparison

Different performance metrics and formulas were defined to help to analyse the networks and their routing algorithms that were outlined in Chapter 2. The test criteria listed in the requirements part, will enable the simulation results to be analysed and evaluated in the most effective way. The system design should enable the required information to be collected and analysed. The simulation based model was outlined after realisation of the requirements was highlighted. The design model is based on the routing algorithm properties and on the information presented in Chapter 2.

The requirement design model also proposed to test the correctness of the routing algorithms. This model covers the requirements defined in Chapter 2 as closely as possible and it enables to retrieve quantitative data from the implementation of the model to prove the correctness of the algorithm.

The designed model is the basis of the implementation of the algorithms. It provides great flexibility (even specific network and algorithm requirements can be easily implemented and satisfied) to the implementation process of the algorithms that has been covered successfully.
A simple priority scheme was developed where packets are routed via the transmission port instead of the reflection as much as possible. Simulation results showed that TRR > 1 is achievable over a wide range of system load for both deflection and store-and-forward routings. Higher TRR means that packet will experience lower crosstalk when propagating through the network. One drawback of prioritised scheme is that the output port (channel) utilisation is imbalanced as one of the ports has priority over the other. The algorithms were ranked as in the Table 5.6; 1 represents the best and 3 represent the worst algorithms. Stability is defined based on the fluctuations on the simulation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.6: Evaluation of the routing algorithms and topologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average number of hops</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>平均数跳数</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>阻塞度</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Node idleness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>节点忙度</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>延时比</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Routing Algorithm Simplicity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>路由算法简洁性</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scalability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>可扩展性</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>稳定性</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTDM adaptability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTDM适应性</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Efficient use of buffer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shufflenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>高效的缓冲池</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shufflenet and Gemnet performed very closely and better than the De Bruijn on overall comparison. However, in an application that requires very simple routing scheme and less processing, De Bruijn would be the best choice among the others although it performed worst in overall evaluation.
The test results also showed that store-and-forward routing performed better than deflection routing with regards to the average number of hops. However, with store-and-forward routing it may take longer (time wise) to reach destination. However, TRR results showed that Shufflenet and Gemnet are more suitable to OTDM networks compared with the De Bruijn graph.

As a summary, Gemnet and Shufflenet have the most efficient routing algorithms. However, De Bruijn graph’s routing may be the choice for use with systems that requires low processing power. On the other hand, Gemnet is the only scalable network and could be selected in a specific system that requires high flexibility level.

5.9 Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to simulate and evaluate the logical network topologies suitable for the OTDM networks which operate in synchronous mode as no such evaluation exists in the literature to the best knowledge of authors. Therefore, a generic model for implementing logical interconnection topologies in software was proposed to investigate the performance of the logical topologies and their routing algorithms for packet based synchronous networks. The model is generic for synchronous transfer modes and therefore can be used to implement any logical topology using any programming language. Three topologies were investigated and implemented namely: Shufflenet, De Bruijn graph and Gemnet. Results for the average packet delay showed that the De Bruijn graph performed the worst. Also, it was observed that the De Bruijn graph made more efficient use of buffering compared to other algorithms.
In addition, a simple priority rule named as TRR was defined in order to utilise the usage of the asymmetric 2x2 node. Results showed that TRR has no effect on the performance of the topology and the algorithm. However, it increased the utilisation of the transmission port significantly. Also, no gains were observed in the De Bruijn graph since there are no multiple paths existing.

This chapter also evaluated a few of the well known logical network topologies and their routing algorithms. The next chapter will evaluate intelligent antnet routing algorithm for arbitrary networks. Novel improvements and modifications will also be introduced for the antnet routing algorithm.
CHAPTER VI - IMPROVED ANTNET ROUTING ALGORITHM

6.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to outline the weaknesses associated with the antnet routing algorithm and propose solutions for overcoming them. Unlike previous tests that were carried out in Chapter 5, the antnet routing algorithm is being evaluated on a different platform and its performance being investigated based on the criteria defined. The chapter starts with an introduction to the programming environment and model. This is followed by test criteria and the traffic model used together with all the assumptions made. Finally, novel implementations of antnet routing algorithm are presented with some results and discussion. The performance test criteria selected are those widely reported in the literature [Tannebaum, 03]. The results will be analyzed for average packet delay and network throughput.

OSPF, RIP and Q-routing algorithms have been implemented in the previous work reported in [Di Caro, 04] showing that antnet performed better than all. This has also been verified in the work presented here.

6.2 Parallel Virtual Machine Model

This section will look at the parallel virtual machine (PVM) programming model before proceeding with the design, as the system design is closely related to the underlying model [Geist et al, 94]. PVM is a very flexible message passing system
that enables (mostly Unix) networks of computers to be used as a single distributed memory parallel computer (note, PVM version 3 can be used in different Operating System environments). This network is referred to as the virtual machine. PVM allows the user to use standard tools to develop a program using the C/C++, programming language.

To begin the application, the user manually starts one copy of the application known as the master or initiating task. This task subsequently starts other PVM tasks within the virtual machine. Eventually there are a number of active tasks computing and communicating to solve the problem. Once the tasks are started they can interact through the explicit message-passing functions provided by PVM. It is possible to use different parallel programming models with PVM. The following section will look at the master-worker programming model before proceeding with the design of the system.

6.2.1 The master worker model

The master worker is a classic parallel programming model. One processor (master) is devoted to assigning computations to all the other processors (workers) involved. The master-slave (or host-node) model in which a separate “control” program termed the master is responsible for process spawning, initialisation, collection and display of results, and perhaps timing of functions (Fig. 6.1). The design part will be based on this classic model.
6.3 Assumptions Made

The following section firstly looks at the assumptions made and then describes the design model based on these assumptions and the master model described in the previous section. All algorithms that were considered in the literature review and those to be implemented are based on a number of assumptions and conditions for the distributed environment:

- Algorithms are implemented in the C language in a parallel environment by using parallel virtual machine
- Assigning every process to a different node both on the same machine and different machines simulates parallel behaviour
- Non-uniform data traffic with 50% of the traffic being forwarded to the hotspot nodes
• No packet creation destined to the immediate neighbours

• 5 seconds are given to discover all the paths and to initialise the probabilistic routing table entries

• Ant creation rate is set to varying rates

• Network topology with each link having equal cost is adopted, see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. Traffic is generated to nodes 1 and 21 on 29 node network and from the bottom 6 nodes (0-5) on the left and on the right (31-36) of the network on 36 node configuration.

• 36 node network is widely used topology [Boyan & Littman, 94] in artificial intelligence to force the algorithm to learn and use the longer path when shorter path is congested and 29 node random topology has been designed to simulate balanced network scenarios.

• For each simulation, packet generation is stopped after creation of 2500 packets per node and simulation is stopped after all packets are arrived to their destinations or detected and deleted from the network

• Every simulation is run 8 times and the average of the results is used for accuracy. It is assumed that the packet size is fixed and there is no packet loss

• All experiments are implemented for varying link evaporation rates, since it has a significant effect on the performance of the algorithm

All these assumptions and conditions should be satisfied by the distributed system together with the design and implementation of the algorithm.

While designing and implementing the system, additional assumptions and issues with regard to the communication network and model are also taken into consideration.

18 In addition to these 14 node nfsnet has also been implemented and simulated [Tekiner et al, 04-2]
Fig. 6.2: 29 Node random network links having the same cost

Fig. 6.3: 36 node irregular grid

Message delivery guaranteed: Messages should be delivered without being changed or lost.

Message order preservation: The system should ensure that no message overtaking occurs. This means that messages should be delivered in the order that they have been sent.
*Message transfer delays:* Messages should be delivered to their destinations in a finite amount of time. However, transfer time can be different according to the communication system load.

*Network topology is known:* Nočes know the path to other nodes.

### 6.3.1 Traffic models

Algorithms will be run on three different topologies and with 3 different traffic loads. Uniform and non-uniform (hot spot) traffic models will be used with the following load levels and distributions:

1. **Low Loads:** A packet is created in every 1 second.

2. **Poisson Distribution:** Lambda is set to 0.5 seconds

3. **High Loads:** A packet is created in every 0.001 second

It has been observed during testing that the modifications and improvements introduced in this thesis are only effective under hotspot traffic conditions therefore no results for uniform traffic models will be presented here although tests were carried out.

### 6.4 Overall System Design

Fig. 6.4 shows a general view of the test (simulation) model that will be implemented. A master process is executed from one of the nodes and is responsible for the creation (spawn) of the worker nodes that will do the simulation. The master process is also responsible for the initialisation of the system and display of information (test results). Workers exchange messages between each other to carry out tests and return results to the master process.
Fig. 6.4: Overall system design
First of all, the master process creates a number of nodes that are required to execute the simulation and receives their task identifiers (tids) in one operation. These task identifiers are later used to enable the communication between the nodes (they are unique addresses for the nodes within the PVM system). After receiving the task identifiers, the master process prepares the initialisation message and forwards it to all of the nodes (by using the stored task identifiers). In the initialisation message, the workers just know their neighbour processes or the token holder, according to the algorithm's implementation, depending on the structure model that they use (dynamic or static). Workers carry out the simulation according to the initialisation data they receive. The master process stays idle throughout the simulation and waits for the results of the simulation (such as the number of messages exchanged per node and time taken, etc). After successful completion of the simulation, the worker processes send the message containing results to the master process. The master process waits for all the worker processes to send the result message. After receiving all the result messages, the master process calculates the results and displays them in an comprehensible manner. The master process exits from the PVM system just after displaying the results. This result allows the worker node to exit from PVM and kill signals are automatically sent to worker nodes by the PVM system.

6.5 Antnet Modifications

Based on the original antnet routing algorithm three modifications have been proposed and tested as outlined below.
6.5.1 Deleting aged packets

During the simulations it was discovered that some packets travel within the network for a number of hops until they reach their destination when the original antnet is employed. This problem occurs because the routing table used in the antnet routing algorithm is probabilistic and therefore a few packets have possibility to be directed to non-optimal routes and cycle. This is similar to the problem experienced by ants that they are also deleted when they are forced to visit pre-visited nodes (when a cycle occurs). A simple rule is defined to detect and drop these packets as follows:

\[
\text{if } \text{PACKET AGE} > 2 \times \text{NO\_OF\_NODES} \\
\text{then DROP PACKET}
\]  

(6.1)

This rule is based on the information obtained from experimental results. It was observed that only 0.5% of the packets experience this problem. Therefore, only 0.5% of the packets are dropped from the network. However, when the packet age condition is set to \text{1XNO\_OF\_NODES}, the packet loss increased to almost 7%. On the other hand, when the condition is set to \text{3XNO\_OF\_NODES}, the loss rate decreased to 0.3% with no further improvement in the performance. Therefore, packets that travel continuously in the given networks conditions are dropped based on the equation 6.1. However, a different threshold level may be needed for different configurations.

6.5.2 Limiting the effect of \( r \) due to traffic fluctuations

The reinforcement \( r \) applied to the routing table entries is limited by the lower and upper bounds defined as follows:

\[
\text{if } (\text{NO\_OF\_NODES} \leq 5) \\
0.1 < r < (1 - 0.1 \times \text{NO\_OF\_NODES})
\]  

(6.2)

\text{else /*if } (\text{NO\_OF\_NODES} > 5) */ \\
0.05 < r < (1 - 0.05 \times \text{NO\_OF\_NODES})
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The values used are based on experimental results and it is intended to limit the effect of the traffic fluctuations in the network at a given time. A similar method to control the effect of $r$ has also been reported in [Tekiner et al, 04-1]. However, if $r$ does not satisfy these values for three consecutive times and is less than 0.95, then reinforcement is applied to the routing table entry. It is believed that by limiting the impact of $r$ on the routing table entries the algorithm would not freeze as easily as was the case in the originally proposed algorithm.

Fig.s 6.5-6.10 shows the performance comparison of the original and modified antnets in terms of the average packet delay experienced per packet for different ant creation rates for 29-node and 36-node networks and for three different loads. With the modified algorithm, packet delay is reduced compared with the original routing algorithm. This is because in the original routing algorithm some packets travel with very high number of hops within the network, thus using a considerable amount of network resources and bandwidth. Although only around 0.7 % of the packets experience this problem, they occupy large amount of system resources as it takes more than double hops than average to reach the destination.

In Fig. 6.5 it can be seen that as the number of ants increases the average packet delay increases. The biggest improvement (5%) has been achieved when ant creation rate is set to 2.5 sec. Moreover, the best performance is achieved when ant creation rate is set to 1 sec.
Fig. 6.5: Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 29-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for low loads

In Fig. 6.6 it can be seen that as the number of ants increases in the network the average packet delay decreases when ant creation rate is less than 5. The biggest improvement has been achieved when ant creation rate is set to 2.5 sec is around 5%, similar to the previous result. Improved antnet performed the best when ant rate is set to 2.5. This is because fewer numbers of packets are available at the network at any given time when compared to the previous test. Therefore, increasing the number of packets in the network decreased the contention.

Fig. 6.6: Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 29-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for medium loads
Fig. 6.7 shows that unlike previous tests the biggest improvement is achieved with the high load when ant rate is set to 10 seconds. Moreover, this improvement is bigger than the previous tests and it is around 6.5%. This is due to the fact that fewer numbers of packets are created in any given time. Thus, creating more ants decreases the packet ant ratio, which affects the performance of the network. Therefore, this proves that increasing the number of packets within the system does not always lead to improved performance, since utilisation also play an important role in the performance of the network.

![Average Packet Delay Bar Chart](image_url)

**Fig. 6.7: Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 29-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for high loads**

Fig.s 6.8-6.10 shows a significant improvement in the average packet delay performance compared with the original version of the antnet for 36 node irregular grid. This is partly due to the architectural characteristics of the irregular grid itself. In irregular grid connectivity is higher compared to the 29-node random network. Therefore, there are more paths available for the ants to explore. Moreover, since there are only two paths connecting each side of the grid, it is more likely to get unreliable reinforcement signal $r$ from the system. Thus, limiting the effect of $r$ hides
the effect of instantaneous changes over the algorithm. From Fig. 6.8, it can be seen that as the number of ants decreases the average packet delay decreases. However, with the modified algorithm, packet delay is reduced compared with the original routing algorithm. This is because in the original routing algorithm some packets travel with a very high number of hops within the network thus utilising considerable amount of network resources and bandwidth.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 6.8:** Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 36-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for low loads

Fig. 6.9 shows the ideal case for the improved algorithm, illustrating that ant creation rate do not have any effect on the average packet delay for the case with the poisson traffic distribution (0.1, where packet is created in every 0.1 secs). Therefore, delays experienced per packets stay almost the same for different ant creation rates.
Fig. 6.9: Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 36-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for medium loads

Fig. 6.10 shows that the average packet delay for high load is similar to the medium load case (see Fig. 6.9) at lower ant creation rates. However the improved algorithm performs better with high ant creation rates. The performance gain achieved for the improved antnet with high loads when ant rate is set to 10 is around 33% compared to the original approach.

Fig. 6.10: Average packet delay versus ant creation rate 36-node for original and improved antnet algorithms for high loads
6.5.3 Further comments on improved antnet

The modified antnet showed improved average packet delay compared with the original antnet routing algorithm for all cases. For example, when the ant creation rate is set to 10 (1 ant per 10 seconds is created), \(\sim 4\%\) and \(\sim 33\%\) improvement for 29-node and 36-node irregular grid are observed respectively. With different ant creation rates improvements in the range between 3.5-6.5\% for 29-node and 21.5-33\% for 36-node configurations are observed. The significant gain achieved with the irregular grid is due to its architectural characteristics. Only two paths are available for packets to travel from left-hand side of the grid to the right-hand side and vice versa. Therefore, packets reroute themselves in order to fully utilise less congested nodes as often as possible.

It was also observed that there is a dramatic decrease in the performance of the antnet algorithm with high loads. This is because the network cannot saturate the number of packets that are created and routed within the network. Furthermore, improvements have the biggest impact on the high loads, as there is more congestion at any given time in the network. Thus, packets are continually being forwarded to different routes in order to avoid congestion which results in more packets being recycled. Moreover, the effect of the reinforcement parameter \(\tau\) is limited within a certain range. Therefore, fluctuations in the traffic do not affect the proposed algorithm’s performance as much as in the original version. Fluctuations in the network are expected to happen more often due to the high traffic load.
Moreover, further simulations for ant creation rates greater than 10 showed that the average delay increased and throughput of the algorithm decreased slightly in both algorithms. Therefore, an ant creation rate between 1 and 10 is optimal for the proposed system. However, since node and link failures have not been implemented and investigated in this work, it is not possible to comment on the effect of ant creation rate on the performance of the network in problematic conditions.

6.5.4 Limiting the number of ants

As it can be seen from the previous results, although the ant rate has an effect on the performance, it is not possible to comment on which ant creation rate is the most suitable for different network configurations. Hence, the need for the third improvement is outlined in this section. In the modified algorithm, the number of ants is limited by the ant-to-packet ratio (APR) utilization as in equation 6.3. This value is defined after a number of simulations run by different topologies. Although, this has no major impact on the performance of the algorithm (when compared with results on $1.0 > \text{ant creation rate}^{19} > 0.1$), it would increase the adaptability and suitability of the algorithm. In other words it makes the algorithm more generic.

$$Utilization = \frac{\text{NO OF ANTS CREATED}}{\text{NO OF PACKETS SEND}} = 0.001$$  (6.3)

6.6 Stagnation Problem

Although the proposed modifications improve the performance of the algorithm, they do not avert stagnation problems. Stagnation occurs when a network reaches its

---

19 Ant creation rate defines the frequency (in time) of the forward ants to be created by the node. Therefore, a low ant rate, means a high number of ants in the system.
equilibrium state. This is an undesirable property of the routing algorithm where ants recursively choose the same path to reach their destination. Therefore, routing optimisation may get stranded in the local optima and as a result it may not be able to discover new paths that become optimal due to the changes in network traffic and topology (i.e. due to link/node failures, deleting/adding new nodes or uniform traffic). Moreover, finding the shortest path, by the ants, is a statistical process [Baran & Sosa, 00]. It is highly probable that other ants will use the non-optimal paths chosen by leading ants at the start of the exploration. Several methods such as noise function, evaporation, multiple ant colonies and other heuristics beside the ant colony optimisation have been used and studied in the literature to overcome the stagnation problem [Sim & Sun, 03], [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04]. However, the most commonly used method is the noise function where predefined percentages of the ants are forwarded to random destinations. However, this is only a primitive method and does not provide a solution.

6.6.1 Evaporation

In this work link usage information is used as the second feedback in the system to prevent the stagnation problem. For every link the usage information is held at the node that they are connected to and for a predefined time window (period). Then, routing table entries are reinforced periodically (in the rate of the time window) based on the evaporation information and link usage statistics. The real life scenario influences this, where chemical substances deposited by the ants evaporate over time. Link usage ratio $L(x)$ defined as in (6.4) is used for calculating the evaporation rate $E(x)$ defined in (6.5)$^{20}$:

$^{20}$ In [Tekiner et al, 04-03] $a = 0$, $b = 1$. 
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\[ L(x) = \frac{\text{ant}_\text{send}(x)}{\sum_{i=0}^{N} \text{ant}_\text{send}(i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

\[ E(x) = \left[ 1 - \left( a \frac{(N - R)}{N} + b x L(x) \right) \right] x P(x), \hspace{0.5cm} \text{where} \ a + b = 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

Equation 6.5 is divided into two parts; the recent usage ranking parameter \( R \) and the link usage ratio\(^{21} \) \( L(x) \). The effect of each part is controlled by constants \( a \) and \( b \), respectively. If \( a = 0 \) and \( b = 1 \), then evaporation is only based on the recent usage ranking, whereas and if \( a = 1 \) and \( b = 0 \)\(^{22} \), then evaporation is based on the link usage ratio. For example, in real life scenario, let's consider that there exists \( N \) paths from current node \( y \) to the destination node \( d \). Then, if the last ant is forwarded through the neighbour node \( x \), then one would expect chemical substance to be laid on the path to \( x \) to evaporate the least. The major difference between the real life scenario and antnet scenario is in the simulation environment. Where in the latter we deal with discrete values, therefore probabilities associated with the links cannot be evaporated continuously, and are evaporated at the end of each time window. Therefore, (6.5) measures the proportion of ants send via node \( x \) within that time window. On the other hand, the so called ranking parameter represents the node where an ant has laid its pheromone the last among \( N \) number of neighbours. For example, \( R = 0 \) suggests that particular link was the last to be used, thus indicating a pheromone has just been laid. Therefore, least amount of pheromone expected to be evaporated from that node \( (x) \).

\(^{21} \) In our previous work evaporation is defined as link usage ratio only, where \( a = 0 \) and \( b = 1 \) [Tekiner et al, 04-03]

\(^{22} \) When \( a = 1.0 \) and \( b = 0.0 \) it is represented as evap\((1.0,0.0)\).
Evaporation rate $E(x)$ for the neighbour $x$ calculated is subtracted from the probability associated with node $x$, see equation 6.6. The amount of probability evaporated from node $x$ is then distributed equally to the other neighbouring nodes (since, sum of all probabilities for the neighbours is 1), see equation 6.7. Variables that keep track of the number of ants forwarded to the neighbours are reset after a specific time window and new information is gathered at the next time window.

$$P(i) = P(i) - E(x), \quad i = x.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

Since, for all $N$, the sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, then probability of evaporation from node $x$ distributed equally to the other neighbours is given by:

$$P(i) = P(i) + \frac{E(x)}{N-1}, \quad i \neq x.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

Results for the average delay against the ant evaporation rate are presented in Figs. 6.11 to 6.16 for different values of $a$ and $b$ are compared with the case with no evaporation for two different network configurations and three different network loads. It can be seen from the Fig.s for that all cases the algorithm with the evaporation has performed better than the non-evaporation version (evap (0, 0), $a$ and $b$ are both 0, thus $E(x)$ is 0). Results also show that, with the evaporation algorithm the lowest average delay is achieved when the evaporation window is set to 1 sec. Thus showing ~7% and ~16% improvement for 29 random network and 36-node irregular grid, respectively when compared with the non-evaporating algorithm. However, while conducting tests it was observed that the evaporation algorithm was
not as stable as the non-evaporation algorithm. Not much difference was observed on 10 tests conducted by non-evaporation configuration, whereas there was around 0.2 to 0.5 seconds difference between the best and worst cases observed with the evaporation case for 29 and 36 node configurations, respectively. It is believed that this is due to the hot spot traffic model used, and secondly for the algorithm capturing the wrong time window to evaporate the links.

In Fig. 6.11 there is no linear relationship between the ant evaporation rate and the average packet delay. Evaporation rate greater than 4, evap (1,0) shows the best average delay compared to all other cases. However, for lower evaporation rates, evap (0,1) out performs the rest, particularly when evaporation rate is 2.5. Since the network load set was very low the algorithm failed to find the best evaporation window for evaporating and updating the path. Moreover, links should have been evaporated more often in order to give an improved understanding of the current state of the network to the algorithm.

![Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, low load and 29-node](image)

*Fig. 6.11: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, low load and 29-node*
Fig. 6.12 shows the results for 29-node random network with the poisson traffic distribution for varying evaporation rates. It can be seen from the Fig. that the maximum delay is observed for evap (0,0) case setting the upper bound and evap (0, 1) setting the lower bound for all values of evaporation rates. This also shows an 8% improvement in terms of overall performance compared with non-evaporation version of the algorithm.

![Graph showing average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, medium load and 29-node](image)

**Fig. 6.12: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, medium load and 29-node**

For high load (see Fig. 6.13) the average packet delay is slightly higher for all cases, with evap (0,1) giving the best delay performance, similar in profile of that low load case as in Fig. 6.11. In all cases in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12 the algorithm performed better with low average packet delay for low evaporation rate. This is because of the high rate of packet creation per path at any given time.
Fig. 6.13: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, high load and 29-node

For 29-nodes, \( \text{evap} (0, 1) \) performed the best compared to all other configurations, with \( \sim 8\% \) improvement when \( \text{evap} (0, 1) \) is employed with the improved version of the antnet routing algorithm. The ideal evaporation rate for the \( \text{evap} (0, 1) \) is 2.5 seconds. Therefore, further tests were run with this evaporation rate for 29-node random network. Figs 6.14 to 6.16 compare the effect of \( a \) and \( b \) (see equation 6.5) for 36-node irregular grid for three different system loads.

Fig. 6.14: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, low load and 36-node
On the other hand, this is not the case for the evap (0, 1) as it offers improved performance than all other evaporation rates. This is because there are only two paths that exist from left of the grid to the right of the grid and vice versa. Therefore, in reality link usage count of two links has effect on the performance of the algorithm. However, here link count is applied to all the links thus wrong link evaporation is favoured that performed worse. In addition, packet creation rate worsen the situation where very few packets are created compared to evaporation rate.

In Fig. 6.15 it can be seen that evap (0, 1) performed better than the improved antnet when evap rate is less than 5 for medium loads. Medium load is the ideal network load for this simulation environment where algorithm has more chance compared to other loads to get the best evaporation window. Thus, it has the most impact on the performance of the algorithm. Comparing evap (0, 1) and improved antnet it can be observed that there is 18% improvement for the best case (when evap rate is 1 sec) and 12% for the worst case (when evap rate is 5 seconds).

Fig. 6.15: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, medium load and 36-node
When comparing Figs. 6.16 and 6.15, it can be seen that the trend of the average packet delay is completely opposite. With the high load it is expected that evaporation rate would have the opposite effect. Irregular grid is a special test case where algorithm needs to learn the usage of longer path from one side of the grid to another side. In this particular case, network gets congested heavily with high packet creation, therefore the time taken by the routing algorithm to process each packet increases and as a result the algorithm performance improves when operating at high evaporation rate.

![Graph showing average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, high load and 36-node](image)

**Fig. 6.16: Average packet delay against evaporation rate for different evaporation states, high load and 36-node**

### 6.6.2 Multiple ant colonies

The idea of using multiple ant colonies was first applied to wavelength routing in optical wavelength division multiplexing [Varela & Sinclair, 99]. In this work, more than one ant colony was used to distribute different wavelengths over the network in order to accomplish increased availability of wavelengths routing. In the original antnet, ants are only attracted by the pheromone trails laid by the ants from their own species (as there is only one colony considered at any given time). Also introduced in
this work was the concept of ants being repelled by the pheromone laid by other species, in addition ants being attracted to the pheromone trails laid by their own species. Three variants of the algorithms have been proposed namely: local update, global update/distance and global update/occupancy [Varela & Sinclair, 99]. In the local update and the global update table entries are updated every hop and at the end of each cycle\textsuperscript{23}, respectively. In the global update two variants (i.e. different repulsion techniques) are used to distribute wavelengths within the network based on the distance or the link occupancy.

Fig. 6.17: Interaction of multiple ant colonies

Multiple ant colonies have also been applied in circuit switched networks, assuming that there exists more than one ant colony and no information is given on ant colonies repelling or attracting each other as reported in [Sim & Sun, 02]. Here, the application of multiple ant colony algorithms in packet-switched networks has been reported.

\textsuperscript{23} An ant is said to complete its cycle when it completes its journey from source node to the destination node.
Here we investigate two ant colonies as illustrated in Fig. 6.17, where red and blue ants each use different pheromone tables. The red ants only update the pheromones laid by the red colonies and so on. We have shown that using two colonies, more than one optimal path becomes available for every source destination pair and a higher load balancing is achieved. As a result, more than one routing table is used (two in this case). The costs of adopting multiple ant colonies are the need for increased resources and system complexity (for further analysis see [Tekiner et al, 04-2]).

Fig.s 6.18-6.20 shows the throughput versus time for five different antnet implementations for 29-node random-net and three different system loads. In Fig.s 6.18 and 6.19 antnet employing multiple colonies performed the best where throughput is 800 kb/sec higher than the original antnet. The sharp decrease around 135 second is due to packet creation being stopped at this stage and packets left in the buffers are being processed. Since throughput was highest with multiple antnet it finished the simulation first whereas original antnet finished the simulation last.

![Graph showing throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and low load](image-url)

**Fig. 6.18:** Throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and low load
As shown in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 there is very little difference between the results, thus choosing which to adopt becomes rather a daunting task. Thus one can say that, employing evaporation have little effect on the throughput performance of the network. Antnet generally has no effect on the throughput, which is also confirmed by the results presented in [Di Caro, 04], [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04].

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 6.19: Throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and medium load**

In the high loads case however, it can be seen from Fig. 6.20 that multiple ant colonies has no effect on the throughput. On the other hand, the original antnet algorithm still performs the worst. This is because, packets that are routed within the network without reaching their destination decrease the overall throughput.
Fig. 6.20: Throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and high load

Fig.s 6.21-6.23 shows the throughput for 36-node irregular grid versus time for various antnet implementations for three loads. It can be seen from the Fig.s that multiple antnet is no longer the best performing configuration. This is due to the fact that in 36-node irregular grid there are only two paths available from left to the right of the grid with one path being the shortest route (in terms of distance but not fastest). Thus, in the case of two colonies being employed, they do not have a chance to balance the available paths but switch between them.

Fig. 6.21: Throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and low load
From Fig.s. 6.21 and 6.22 it can be seen that on average evap (0, 1) performed slightly better than the others. This shows that with low and medium loads algorithm managed to capture the sub paths leading to the two main paths that are connecting the left of the grid to the right of the grid. On the other hand, it can also be seen that evap (1, 0) failed to rank correctly the consecutive sub paths as some packets and ants had to go through loops.

**Fig. 6.22: Throughput versus time for different antnet configurations and medium load**

Fig. 6.23 shows the only results where the original antnet algorithm performed better than the others. This is because both evaporation configurations are misguided by the continuous change that happens in the ideal paths. In other words, ants and packets have been forwarded to the non-ideal paths due to congestion occurring at almost every node. However, this does not mean that they reach their location late; it only means that they reach their destination via a number of additional hops.
6.7 Effect of $Y$ on Antnet

In [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04] it has been highlighted that the confidence parameter $Y$ has a major effect on the performance of the antnet routing algorithm. No evaluation of the network performance has been made that takes $Y$ into account. Therefore, here for the first time the effect of $Y$ is compared by using different antnet configurations. $Y$ defines the effect of reinforcement signal $r$ on the optimisation. In other words, if $Y$ is 1 then reinforced value changes the current value completely. However if $Y$ is 0 then reinforced values has no effect on the performance. Therefore, effect of $Y$ on the performance of the proposed versions of the algorithm needs to be investigated. It has been reported in [Di Caro & Dorigo, 98-4] that the ideal value of $Y$ for the original antnet routing algorithm is 0.75-0.8. Hence, in the previous tests $Y$ was set to 0.8.

Figs 6.24-6.26 shows the average delay versus confidence parameter $Y$ for various antnet configurations. For Fig. 6.24 the average packet delay increases as $Y$ decreases. Evap (0,1) gives better performance than the others at high values of $Y$. 
Fig. 6.24: Confidence parameter $Y$ versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with low load and 29 Node

On the other hand in Fig. 6.25 as $Y$ increases the average delay remained almost unchanged for all configurations except for evap (0, 1) where there is a cyclic delay characteristic. When $Y$ is equal to 0.8 and 0.4, evap (0, 1) gives the lowest delay.

Fig. 6.25: Confidence parameter $Y$ versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with medium load and 29 Node

Fig. 6.26 shows the average delay for different values of $Y$ for high system loads. It can be seen that unlike previous results evap (0, 1) performs better only when $Y$ is set to 0.8 and 0.4 similar to Fig. 6.25. This shows that the default confidence level used is best suited to this system load.
Fig. 6.26: Confidence parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with high load and 29 Node

Fig.s 6.27 to 6.29 shows the results for the irregular grid for a range of Y values and for different system loads. Unlike in randomnet, evap (0, 1) performs better in almost every occasion for all values of Y. However, evap (0, 1)’s performance was not as consistent as the others. Fig. 6.27 show that evap (0, 1) gives the best performance when Y is set to 0.3 for low system loads. This is probably because algorithm is only limited to two main routes for finding the best path from each sides of the grid. Therefore a low confidence parameter is more suited to the irregular grid.

Fig. 6.27: Confidence parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with low load and 36 Node
Fig. 6.28 show that evap (0, 1) offers improved performance for $Y = 0.5$ and low system loads, whereas for other values of $Y$ the performance is similar to others as in the previous results.

![Confidence Parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with medium load and 36 Node](image)

**Fig. 6.28: Confidence parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with medium load and 36 Node**

In Fig. 6.29, there is almost 0.8 sec. difference on the average delay per packet when $Y$ is set to 0.6 and 0.4 for evap (0, 1). This is because at a high network load the algorithm adaptation to changes becomes rather challenging.

![Confidence Parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with high load and 36 Node](image)

**Fig. 6.29: Confidence parameter Y versus the average delay for different antnet configurations with high load and 36 Node**
6.8 Comparison

Results for the average packet delay for the original, improved, evaporation and multiple ant colonies are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for three different system loads. It can be seen from the tables that for all cases the algorithm with evap (0, 1) offers improved performance compared with the others. Also in some cases improved antnet performed better than the multiple antnet and vice versa. The original antnet performed the worst in all cases. Results also show that, the evaporation algorithm has performed at least 10% better than the improved antnet in every case for 29-node network and around at least 22.5% for 36-node irregular grid. Also, evap (1, 0) performed worse than evap (0, 1). However, while conducting the tests it was observed that evaporation algorithm was not as stable as the non-evaporation algorithm. There was not much difference on the 10 tests conducted by non-evaporation configuration. On the other hand, there is around 0.2 to 0.5s difference among the best and worst cases observed with the evaporation case for 29 and 36 node configurations, respectively. It is believed that, this is due to two main reasons. Firstly, due to the non-uniform traffic model used in the tests, and secondly the algorithm capturing the wrong time window as that is the only factor on choosing the time to evaporate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg Delay(s)</th>
<th>L-Low</th>
<th>L-Mid</th>
<th>L-High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evap (1,0)</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evap (0,1)</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.2: Overall average delay comparison for different system loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg Delay(s)</th>
<th>L-Low</th>
<th>L-Mid</th>
<th>L-High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evap (1.0)</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evap (0.1)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>2.495</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the average throughput of the network for the original, improved, evaporation and multiple antnet for three different system loads. As can be seen from the Fig.s the evap (0, 1) and multiple antnet outperformed others in all cases. On the other hand, in some cases packet creation has been stopped around 100 seconds and 200 seconds (every node in the network stops creating packets after 2500 packet creation.) for 29 and 36 node configurations, respectively. When a network is congested multiple ant colonies performed better than the others with 29-node network and with the irregular grid, multiple ant colonies performed the worst. This is because there are only two paths available from left of the grid to the right and from the right of the grid to the left. Therefore, each colony can dominate only one path and cannot explore more paths.

Table 6.3: Overall throughput comparison for different system loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput(kb/s)</th>
<th>L-Low</th>
<th>L-Mid</th>
<th>L-High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evap (1.0)</td>
<td>1838.80</td>
<td>1864.59</td>
<td>2320.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evap (0.1)</td>
<td>1887.62</td>
<td>1813.60</td>
<td>2217.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>1864.91</td>
<td>1986.88</td>
<td>2118.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>1832.94</td>
<td>1869.88</td>
<td>2100.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1620.58</td>
<td>1590.89</td>
<td>1593.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Overall throughput comparison for different system loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput(kb/s)</th>
<th>L-Low</th>
<th>L-Mid</th>
<th>L-High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evap (1.0)</td>
<td>2380.39</td>
<td>2485.92</td>
<td>2721.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evap (0.1)</td>
<td>2421.63</td>
<td>2470.46</td>
<td>2574.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>2589.00</td>
<td>2692.17</td>
<td>2711.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>2471.21</td>
<td>2412.01</td>
<td>2612.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>2031.48</td>
<td>1946.90</td>
<td>2130.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, tests were carried out for different values of confidence parameter $Y$ in order to observe its effect on the performance of the improved and new versions of the algorithm. For all the tests with 29-node grid, the ideal $Y$ value is 0.8 as the original authors of the antnet have suggested it. On the other hand with 36-node irregular grid, the ideal $Y$ value is around 0.4 and 0.5. Therefore, one can say that for extreme conditions as in irregular grid the confidence in applying the reinforcement signal is 50%.

6.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, it has been shown that by detecting and dropping packets that travel continuously within the network one can improve the antnet's performance in terms of network throughput and the average packet delay. The effect of traffic fluctuations on the network performance has been limited by the introduction of boundaries, by limiting the number of ants within the network at any given time.

One of the major problems with the antnet is stagnation and adaptability. This occurs, when the network freezes and consequently the routing algorithm gets trapped in local optima and is therefore unable to find new improved paths.

In the original antnet routing algorithm, the only feedback signal used was the reinforcement applied by using the agents' trip times. Here, in addition the link usage statistics were used as a feedback signal and reinforced to the solution by the evaporation parameter to improve the performance of the algorithm.

In addition multiple ant colonies were applied to packet switched networks. It was shown that, by employing multiple ant colonies in packet switched networks,
throughput can be increased. On the other hand, no gain in average packet delay was observed. One major disadvantage of using multiple ant colonies is the resources used in every node. More colonies will be required (thus routing tables), when applying multiple ant colonies to larger sized networks in order to exploit more paths. No direct interaction among the different ant colonies was considered. Thus, methods used in [White et al, 98-2] could be applied to improve the performance of multiple ant colonies in packet switched networks. On the other hand, further tests showed that evaporating path probabilities and applying multiple ant colonies had no effect on uniform and non-problematic traffic conditions. This was an expected outcome as there was no need to change the solution found if traffic stays static at all the time. When network conditions do not change, there are no new improved paths available. Thus, the solution found was the optimal solution.

In [Di Caro, 04] and [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04] results for OSPF, RIP and Q-routing algorithms are compared with antnet and it is reported that antnet performed better in all of the cases. In this thesis implementation and initial tests with these algorithms have also verified these results. Therefore, extensive tests with these algorithms have not been carried out in this thesis and the focus has been only on the antnet and its improvements. However, hybrid version of IGRP and Q-routing algorithms using ants has also been implemented as part of this work with no performance gain.
CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

7.1 Conclusions

The primary objective of this work was to model and analyse distributed routing algorithms that are suitable for packet switched networks. This thesis divided into two main threads first of which proposed a model to implement logical network topologies and provided an investigation of these with some improvements for OTDM systems. The second thread investigated routing algorithms for arbitrary networks. It started with a major review of traditional routing algorithms that are in use in today's networks and this was followed by a review of reinforcement learning approaches to the routing problem. The antnet routing algorithm has been implemented and various modifications have been proposed. A second reinforcement signal has been used for the first time in the literature to overcome the stagnation problem together with the first implementation of multiple ant colonies on packet switched networks. A novel way of simulating communication networks has been proposed and algorithms have been implemented using this model.

In Chapter 2, a review of the most common non-blocking type logical network topologies has been given. This provided an insight to the logical network topologies with a focus in routing algorithms. Comparison of the reviewed algorithms was also provided.
Since logical network topologies are limited, Chapter 3 gave a review of the traditional routing algorithms together with routing protocols that are currently in use today's networks. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is one of the well known algorithms which is widely adapted in the Internet and studied in the literature. Dijkstra's algorithm is also the base for the Link State Routing algorithm and protocols. OSPF is deployed throughout the internet and is the de facto routing algorithm within the networks. EGP is a gateway protocol which is mainly used between backbones and as it name suggests, among the gateways. However, BGP is the most widely used gateway protocol.

Traditional routing algorithms and protocols lack intelligence, they need human assistance and interpretation in order to adapt themselves to failures and changes. Moreover, they are mainly table based which makes search process highly undesirable. Due to these problems, there is a great amount of research concentrated on finding an intelligent distributed routing algorithm.

In recent years, agent based systems and reinforcement learning have been widely applied to routing. Swarm intelligence particularly ant based systems, Q-learning methods and hybrid agent based distance vector algorithms have shown promising and encouraging results. Therefore, Chapter 4 presented an introduction to reinforcement learning and ant colony optimisation, followed by a detailed review of the antnet routing algorithm and its evolution. Finally, a review of the well known Q-routing algorithm and its derivatives were given.
The aim of Chapter 5 was to simulate and evaluate the logical network topologies suitable for OTDM networks which operate in synchronous mode since there is no information on such evaluation in the literature to the best knowledge of author. Therefore, a generic model for implementing logical interconnection topologies in software was proposed in order to investigate the performance of the logical topologies and their routing algorithms for packet based synchronous networks. This model proposed is generic for any synchronous transfer modes and therefore can be used for implementing any logical topology using any programming language. Three topologies have been investigated and implemented namely: Shufflenet, De Bruijn graph and Gemnet. Results for the average packet delay showed that the De Bruijn graph performed the worst. Also, it is observed that the De Bruijn graph made use of buffering more efficiently compared to the other algorithms.

In addition, a simple priority rule named as TRR was introduced in order to utilise the usage of the asymmetric 2x2 node. Results showed that TRR has no effect on the performance of the topology and the algorithm. However, it increased the utilisation of the transmission port significantly. Also, it was observed that since there are no multiple paths existing in the De Bruijn graph therefore no gain was observed.

In Chapter 6, it was shown that by detecting and dropping packets that travel continuously within the network one can improve the antnet’s performance in terms of network throughput and the average packet delay. The effect of traffic fluctuations on the network performance can be limited by the introduction of boundaries, (i.e. by limiting the number of ants within the network at any given time). Although limiting
the number of ants increased the network utilisation, it reduced the chance of finding
the best and new routes and detecting failures and problematic conditions.

One of the major problems with the antnet is stagnation and adaptability. This occurs,
when the network freezes and consequently the routing algorithm gets trapped in the
local optima and is therefore unable to find new improved paths.

In the original antnet routing algorithm the only feedback signal used was the
reinforcement applied by using the agents trip times. Here, in addition the link usage
statistics were used as a second feedback signal and reinforced to the solution by
evaporation parameter to improve the performance of the algorithm. The evaporation
parameter was calculated based on the link usage statistics held by every node.
Simulation results showed that under non-uniform traffic conditions the algorithm
with evaporation displayed reduced average delay per packet compared with
algorithm with no evaporation. Moreover, the simple rules and unsophisticated
variables used in the improved version did not add a significant overhead to the
network and to the node. However, inconsistency observed in the average delay was
the main drawback observed during the simulations.

In addition, multiple ant colonies were applied to packet switched networks. It was
shown, that by employing multiple ant colonies in packet switched networks,
throughput can be increased. On the other hand, no gain in the average packet delay
was observed. One major disadvantage of using multiple ant colonies is the resources
used in every node.
Results for OSPF, RIP and Q-routing algorithms were compared with the antnet showing that the later offered improved performance in all cases [Di Caro, 04] and [Dorigo & Stutzle, 04]. Our implementation and initial tests with these algorithms has also verified these results. Therefore, extensive tests with these algorithms have not been carried out and our work focused on the antnet routing algorithm and to its improvements. However, hybrid version of IGRP and Q-routing algorithms using ants has also been implemented as part of this work with no performance gain.

In summary, this thesis has presented the design, analysis, and simulation results of routing algorithms suitable for both logical and arbitrary networks. The primary objective of this study was to investigate the potential and limitations of such networks together with their routing algorithms. Noise and crosstalk characteristics of OTDM switch and stagnation in antnet routing algorithm have been addressed. A novel way of simulating communication networks has been proposed and used.

### 7.2 Further work

In this section, the remaining outstanding issues and potential improvements that are believed to be interesting and deserve future investigation are presented.

[Abbattista et al, 95] and [Liang et al, 02] used genetic algorithm to optimise ant colony for the TSP and routing problem, respectively in offline system [Chen, 97]. In both methods information gathered from the algorithm during offline simulations were used to tune parameters of the algorithms [Botee & Bonabeau, 99]. However, in real systems, routing problems must be addressed and resolved in real time to ensure improved performance. Therefore one can employ distributed genetic algorithm to
optimise the constant variables used in antnet routing algorithm. For ant based system GA mutation operation can be applied in two different ways. (i) using the probability of randomly selected path(s) to increase the exploration probability of the network, and (ii) a more traditional technique where mutation operator is applied to the path (sequence) that backward ant follows by changing some of the entries based on the mutation operator used.

In the electrical domain the routing table could be extremely large (> 500,000 entries) requiring a large amount of computation time. In many applications this could act as the bottleneck, thus preventing further network expansion. In optical domain, the problem becomes even more problematic, since there are no optical memories. Thus, one has no option but to use greatly reduced routing tables in optical domain. To overcome the problem of searching a large size routing table an alternative routing algorithm with dynamic and intelligent characteristics might be considered. The ant based routing algorithm, with the ability to adapt and learn, is one such alternative. In addition, unlike the original unsupervised learning approach, the biased and unbiased ants with prior knowledge could be used to make decisions in some cases (i.e. traditional routing protocols and algorithms such as BGP, OSPF and IGRP could run at the background on different processor with an associated GA running on different processor). In addition to the antnet routing algorithm other reinforcement learning approaches such as Q-routing algorithm can also be used together with GA.

The pioneer of agent based routing algorithm [Appleby & Steward, 94] used different agents to solve routing problem while keeping other ants in the network in order to eliminate the need for network administrators. As a future work similar approaches
can also be used, where worker ants representing data packets within the network can only change the pheromone levels of path that they travel and also use low priority queues. However, beside the worker ants there can be other ants with higher priorities queues carrying high priority packets that can travel faster (using high priority queues) within the network and be able to update more than one entry in the routing table. Importance of the packet could also be defined by its length, age, and closeness to its destination. In addition, there could also be controller ants which will measure network load and number of ants passing through the network and feed this information to the algorithm.

In addition IGRP, OSPF and BGP will also be optimised in real time by the GA model developed for the antnet. Since these currently need human interpretation in real life in order to adapt to changes occurring in the network.

The author ultimately believes that further study in intelligent routing algorithms should exploit these revelations to produce algorithms for the next generation communication networks.
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